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elcome to the first issue of the International Digital Media and
Arts Association's Journal. The Journal is a response to the need
of an emerging field involving multiple disciplines and new and

emerging areas of study.
Across the academic scene in the United States and Europe to the Far

East, digital media activities, articles, and new degree progarns have been
appearing in somewhat erratic fashion since the late'90s, at least.

Most of these programs have lacked a clear discipline base. The areas of
study often included multiple technologies including television and film,
art, theatre, communication studies, architecture, computer science, jour-
nalism, technolory programs, music, gaming, and others.

Interest is high and growing, students are enrolling, and in many situa-
tiors faculty are without collegial reference points or networks essential to
developing their scholarly work.

A group of academic leaders from campuses across the country recog-
nized the challenges being faced as this new ffeld pushed awkwardly for-
ward, and in September 20O2, with the assistance of a grant to Ball State

University from the Lilly Endou.ment, they began a set of meetings which
led to 15 universities creating the l:ternational Digital Media and Arts
Association in March of 2003, in Orlando, Florida.

The purpose of the association was to promote the development, appli-
cation, and understanding of di$tal media. It was clear that as the field
evolved, faculty and practitioners would benefft from a strong network of
participating scholars and outlets such as conferences and ajoumal where
credible research, scholarship and experiences could be shared.

Thts, the association and its ffrst conference were established. This
Journal evolved from those efforts in a partnership with Ball State
University.

Almost three years ago, also with the generous support of the Lilly
Endorrment, Ball State University began a research project that resulted in
the primary content for the ftrst issue of this Joumal. The research team,
led by Robert Papper, Michael Holmes, and Mark Popovich, took a detailed
lookat media in Middletown America.

This study, irspired by the Middletown Studies conducted by Robert
and Helen Lynd, sought to determine how di$tal and other media were
used on a daily basis in typical American homes.

As the Intemational Di$tal Media and Arts Association was forming it
became clear to all parties involved that a partnership between the new
association and the Ball State research project made irnrninent scholarly
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and economic serse, and, thus, the IDMM Journal was established with
the first issue focusing on the Ball State study with responses to their work
from scholars from across the country.

We believe the initial issue and its focus on this groundbreaking
research effort will create the opportunity for much scholarly exchange
over the year, and we invite our readers to respond, formally with articles
or less formally with letters.

TheJournal will provide an ouflet for scholars to share their ideas and
research in the di$tal media and art arena in either the refereed or the
invited sections.

While it is only our first issue we anticipate 2-4 issues each year, and
although most will be published electronically, at least once per year a
paper version will be published.

We welcome your cornrnents, ideas and participation. Peer reviewers
are sought, uls ane new authors. Subscriptions are available and all IDMM
members receive the Joumal as part of their membership beneffts.

As with any new undertaking, we are evolving as we grow, and that
meansyou are welcome to participate andto growwithus asthe digital
media and arts field bursts upon the campuses we call home.

Conrad Gleber
Editor
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Abstract
Tfuee studix of ure of a variety of aaditional and digital mdia in

"Middletown" arc rcported: a telephone survey a dtary studSt and an ofuuva-

donstudll

The studiu rcveal pple spend morc than double (129.7 prcent) the ttme

with the media than they think they do-l 1.7 houn a day in total-and

while the disuepancix betwren perceivd use and actual use are often huge,

theyre also inconslstent ao,:oris and even within media. Brcaure of media

multitasking, total time in media usage is les ttan the sum of i* part.

Summing all media ux by medium results in a staggertng $.4 houn pr dalr

The least media-active prson we obrewd spnt five and a quarter hours

with the media; the most active WSon spent wer 17 houts---ssentially every

waking moment-witlt the media.

Diarytabulations of mediause documented morc unge than didthetele-

phone survelt but it was still 12.9 prcent below obwved use. Dtary dab col-

lection rcpofied an avuage 9.5 hows a day of mdia use-or 10.8 houn by

summtng individual media.

Obseruation rcveald that during ahnost a quarter of the media day (23.7

prcent), pple ure at least two media at the sme time. At 12.4 percent,

diaris faild to pick up almost half the simultaneous multiple media usage

that obseruation rworded.
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IntrsdH(tion
Most of what researchers think they knornr about how people use the

media comes from telephone survey research or self-report diaries. There
are a host of potential problems with such research. The validity of tele-
phone surveys relies on the premise that in an increasingly complex media
world, people can still recall, reconstruct and report their media day with a
reasonable degree of reliability. Even though a body of research suggests
problems with self-reported media behavior-and even though that
research was conducted when there were far fewer choices of media-we
still rely largely on self-reported behavioral studies (i.e., telephone and diary
research) to determine how people interact with the media and, ultimately,
to determine public policy.

The media landscape has gror,vn increasingly complexwith manymore
choices for the consurner, but most media research continues to evaluate
use one medium at a time, ignoring the potential complexity of the interplay
of multiple media use in a person's day. Single-method, single-medium
studies are necessarily limited inwhat they cantell us about media use
today.

Withthe coming ofthelntemet to American society and its grovvth
around the world, media practitioners and academics have struggled to find
more effective ways to collect trsable data from media audiences. The
advent ofthe hrtemet and explosion of televisionprogramming choices
have fragmented audiences, created more competition among media for
advertising dollars and complicated the way that Americans choose media
sources for their entertainment, information, and social needs. In the indus-
try itself, mediaresearchers areflndingthat dependence on speciftc measur-
ing instruments (e.g., people meters) and traditional research methods (e.g.,

survey and dairy techniques) has become restrictive and inflexible. Ttris is a
long-standing problem; it's been 20 years since advertlsing executive Jack
Hill noted, ". . . meter methodolory is expensive and therefore feasible only
in top markets. And while the diary is efficient, it is increasingly inaccurate
in today's more complex media environment" (Naples, 1984, p. 42).

A steady stream of technolo$cal innovaflors has challenged traditional
media channels as sources for information and entertainrnent. As the audi-
ence has gained more conffdence and kno\,vledge about emerging media
technologies, and as these technolo$es become more user-friendly and
ctreaper to own, media researchers (such as Bechtel, Achelpotrl and Akers
(1972);Ituugman, Cameron andWhite (1995); and Morrison and Ikugman
(2001)) have discovered ttrat media use has become a much more complex
activity, both in terms of behavior and motivatiors.
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Approaches to media use measurement
Since 1966, the search for more accurate means to measure media activi-

ty has led media researchers to test a variety of methods in diverse environ-
ments with a range of media. The approactres have been piecemeal as

investigators have foctsed on one mediumwhile considering some of the
others in a "hit and miss" fashion. Advertising investigators, in particular,
have made a concerted effort to sort outthe effect ofthe new media conver-
gence on how people view television commercials. The motivation for this
research is thatthe more accurate the datathat can be presented to advertis-
ers about audience attention to tlrcir ads, the more the bottom line will be
improved for both advertisers ard the media indwtry.

One of the earliest researchers to study viewer behavior concerningtele-
vision advertisingwas Gary Steiner (1966), who had 325 Chicago-area col-
lege students observe a member of their ourn family to document how they
watched television commercials. Rather than use diary self-reports or a tele-
phone survey, Steiner was interested in finding "the ultimate measure of the
effect of advertising on sales and profits" @.272). FIis tlree research ques-
tions were: 1) What are people doingjust before a commercial appears? 2)

What overt reaction do they ortribit at its orset? 3) What do they do while it
is on the air? Steiner's observers were given nine days to observe their family
watch prime-time commercials for a maximum of 25 hours. Only 183

observatiors survived various reliabihty and quality checks imposed by the
rcsearch team. Steiner determined that his subjects paid direct attentionto
TV commercials 47 percent of the time.

Mediaresearchers have knovrn aboutthe weaknesses of audience meas-
uring instruments for quite some time. For example, Bechtel, Achelpohl and
Akers 0972) compared resuls from media self-report questionnaires and
observed family behavior during television program and commercial view-
ing. They had 52 subjects complete four questionnaires, a diary forTV view-
ing, and then they were taped in their homes with their families while
watching television. The researchers found that subjects watched 55 per-
cent of the available commercials while viewing television. They identified a
clear trend of over-reporting of commercial viewing when they compared
filmed observation and diary participation, about 25 percent. They con-
cluded: "lHevision viewing does not occur in a vacuum; it is always to some
degree background to a complex behavior pattem in the home' (p. 299).

By 1995 advertising researchers were still struggling with hornr best to
measune audience exposure to commercials, althougfi previous research
had documented the usefutress of in-home observations of media usage.
Iftugman, Cameron, and White (1995) commented that even though the
industry had developed people meters, the meters actually only measured
room presence and not achral vianring or watchrng. They employed 16
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Results from
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either visual
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indicate that
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multifaceted

experience

that is not

all or

nothing.

observers to collect data on the attention of 64 subjects to television com-
mercials. Each subject was observed for approximately one hour and most
of the observatiors took place during prime-time television programming.
The observers were trained to recond acttral eyes-on-screen time. They used
stopruatches to record visual orientation duringtwo advertising and two
programming observation periods. Recall methods and observer field notes
added to the study. krvestigators found tlnt subjects had their eyes on com-
mercials 33 percent of the time compared to 62 percent of the time for pro-
grarnrnhg. The authors point out in their conclusions that "both program
and commercial viewing often take place among myriad other activities' (p.
g).

Concerned about the kinds of activities that take place when people
watch television, Krugman and Johrson (1991) were interested in looking at
changes inmedia betraviorwhen new mediaservices enterthe home-in
this caseVCRs. They noted:

Results from studiestlnt focus on eithervisual orientationor mmpeting
activities indicate thatviewing is a multifaceted experiencethat is not all
or nothing. l:r almost all cases, the studies have been limited to using
eithertimed visual orientationor activities that can compete forvisual
attention. No one study combines timed visual orientation and activi-
ties taking place while the set is on. (p. 217).

Their research made use of five developmental focus groups, a mail sur-
vey, and in-home observations follorved by focus groups. Mail question-
naires were sent to 655 subjects, and 4ffi were completed. In-home obser-
vations took place in 18 homes, and they lasted the length of one VCR morrie

or 1-2 hours of TV viewing time. The authors found ttnt in-home prepara-

tion activities differed prior to watching television and viewingVCR movies.

They discovered that 81.7 percent of viewers paid attentiontoVCRmorries,
but only 60.7 percent attended to traditional television. They also found
support for their belief tlnt television viewing was a multifaceted experi-
ence.

Other investigators have delved into comparisors of traditional media
versus digital media, such as computers or Ilrtemet use. [Jnderlyingthese
comparisons is an attemptto t6t predictions thatthe use of traditiornl
media decreases as computers and the Internet increase in use. We present

asampling of these studies because theyhave some bearing on the focus

and purpose of our own research.

Stempel, Hargrove and Bemt (2000), updating a previous study by
Stempel and Flargrove (1996), sought to identify the ortent of regular use of
ttre lrtemet ard online media. They were concemed about horr the tradi-
tional media were affected by the increasing me of the Intemet, and they



wanted to know if the use of media was related to age, income, and educa-
tion. They interviewed 805 adults by mears of a rntional random sample of
telephone numbers. They asked about the use of ten media including local
TV news, network TV news, daily nerarspapers, radio news, radio talk shows,
news magazines, political magazines, grocery store tabloids, the Intemet,
and online services. Results suggested that those who use the lrtemet were
more likelyto be regular newspaper readers and regtrlarradio news listen-
ers. The authors opined that Intemet users were more likely to be informa-
tion seekers than non-users. Older people were more like$ than young peo-
ple to watch both local and networkTV news, read newspapers, and read

news magazines. The heaviest users of the Intemet and online services were
people trnder 35. They found that people with trigher incomes were more
likely to be newspaper readers and trsers of the Lrtemet and online media.
Newspaper readers tended to be those with high education levels, and they
depended more on news and political magazines. Although the autlnrs
speculated that information seekers might listen to the radio while they
were tsing the Intemet, no evidence was available to shoru that media users
might use two ormoremedia atthe same time.

Coffey and Stipp (1997) reported that data on the use of computers and
televisionwerc quite limited, buttheirresearch focused on finding an
answer to whetherW viewing was declining. They made use of the PC

Meter Service that began commercial operation in 1996, although they
understood that*re newservicewould not be able to measure away-from-
home seMce. They gathered data from 10,076 homes and found that males
are more likelyto than females to actually use the PC in PC-owninghouse-
holds. PC trsers averaged 2.3 hours per day over a month sample period,
and they fotrnd only 6 percent of the PCs tumed on during prime-time tele-
vision. They determined that 15 percent of PC usage was devoted to garnes,

25 percent to entertairrment and communicatiorn, and 16 percent to busi-
ness productivity applicatiors. The authors found tlnt 32 percent of college
educated adults watched prime-time television, but only 7 percent of PC

userswith the same demographics used the computer at the same time.
Finally, noting it has been documented that over 40 percent of computer
ourners have a PC andTV in the same room, the authors suggested that
interactions between PC uses and other media, such as newspapers and
magazines, should be explored.

Perse and Durur (1998) conducted a study to explore the home media
environment of home computer users. They wanted to see horr useful peo-
ple believe computers were for fulffllingtraditional media-related needs,
whether perceptions about the utility of computers differed between users,

computer o\ilners, and non-oumers, and whether time spent with traditional
media differcd among computer olvners, users, and non-owners. By using a

national random-di$t-dialing telephone survey, the authors generated 1071
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telephone surveys. Questions were asked about TV viewing hotrs, cable TV
viewing hours, subscribers and premium subscribers, computer ownership,
CD player ownership, and computer connectivity. Investigators found that
computers were not aprimary channelfor fi.rlfillment of media-related
needs. Home computer adoption was more corilnon in hotrseholds with
trigfrer status occupatiors. Computer users watched TV and cable less than
non-users, were more print-oriented than non-owners, and had higher lev-
els of education and income. CD player ovmers were more likely to recom-
mend computers for leaming needs, and they watched more cable televi-
sion. The authors noted that they found little evidence that computers were
displacingtraditional pattems of media use.

Lin (1998) found similar results in her metropolitan area telephone sur-
vey of 561 participants. She trsed Rogers' (1995) 'diffusion of innovation'
scheme to study computer adopters. She found that the PC adoption rate
could be predicted by ovrnership of other communicatiors technolory
devices. Adopters have a greater innate need for irmovativeness, and they
tend to be babyboomerswith annual incomes above the national average.

She fourd that gender was not related to PC adoption, nor was r"rse of print
mediaand radio.

Atkin and Jeffres (1998) tested the media substitution hypothesis that sug-
gests that new media will restructure the way the audience views established
media. They examined horru the adoption of the Intemet was related to the
use of other media through a telephone surveywhich involved a re$onal
sample of 377 respondents. They found that those who had betemet access

tended to spend less time viewingTV, and that magazine readership, movie
viewership, and video were positively related to Intemet use. Those without
Intemet access had a greater local media orientation. The authors did not
find support for the media substitution hypothesis.

Morrison and tkugman (2001) qualitatively analyzed how in-home media
technologies influenced the social environment in the home corsidering
social facilitation, rule making, shifting/e4panding media use, and attitudes
torvard the technologies. Phase 1 of their study utilized focus groups to
determine whether questions generated were understandable and covered
topics that could be r.rsed in family interviews. Phase II utilized long inter-
views with 20 families: 10 ourned lodmoderate media technologies, and 10

oumed high level media technologies. A total of 66 people participated in
the family interviews. The authors trsed a chstering approactr to compare
the roles of computers and televisiorn in the homes of the families. For
loru/moderate media technolory families theTV cluster represented enter-
tainment, and the computer represented work or a tool. For the high media
technolory families, the computer represented entertainment, information,
and communication, while the television represented entertainrnent. "An

overriding theme of this study is that a certain amoturt of valutu:g is associat-
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ed with media technologies," concluded the authors (p. 157), The implica-
tion is that as the computer becomes more prominent in high media tech-
nolory homes, the television becomes devalued as a way to spend leisure
time.

While the bulk of digitalmedia use studies have been conducted inthe
home, either by mears of telephone surveys, diaries, or observation, several

investigators have gone outside the home environment to determine the
effect ofgeography onthe adoption and use of mediatechnologies.

Itotz and Eastman (1999) exarnined horr the public uses television in
public places by comparing data from Indiarnpolis and Flamburg,
Gerrrnny. The investigators used observational data, supplemerrted by on-
site interviews and archival information. They found that the function ofTV
sets in public places fell into three categories: Diversion, Decoration, and
Attraction (drawing in customers). Although not an audience measurement
study, the research demonstrates the importance of attending to media use

outside of the home.
Flindman (2000) tested the existence of a di$tal divide between a metro-

politan and a non-metropolitan area. He felt that residents of a metropoli-
tan areawould make more use of informationtechnologies thanwould resi-
dents of a non-metropolitan area. He conducted a secondary analysis of
two national suweys which had been conducted in 1995 and 1998. He
found evidence that the divide over information technologies was growing
between metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas, although the differences
in home computer orrnership were decreasing. hrcome, education, and
youth were related to the acquisition of information technologies.

At least three themes emerge from the review of literature which suggest

firrther research is needed. First, investigators have argued tlnt media usage
ocflrs in a complex environrnent, but little, if any, research adequately tests

that proposition. The Stempel, F{argrwe and Bemt study measured the use

of 10 different types of media but paid little attention to any interactiors
between those media. Advertising researchers reported that complexity
appeared as supplementary activities, like sewlng, reading, orwriting, while
their subjects attended to either television programming or commercials.
Horvever, Coffey and Stipp suggest another kind of complexity-as interac-
tions that take place between computer use and other kinds of media use.

The study reportd here attempts to measure such interactions. How often
does media multitasking happen in the everyday life of the media user, and
are there any patterns to how the media user employs multiple media
sources?

Second, non-home locales are often overlooked when media researchers
have measured media use. Investigators for this study have collected diaries
correringhome and non-home activities, and completed observatiors of a
group of local citizens for their entire waking day. This will shed some light
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on how media users utilize media in their workplace, cirs and other loca-
tions as well as in theirhomes.

Third, the literattue review suggests that media use estimates are sersitive
to the research method applied. We compare restrlts from three different
research techniques to explore their strengths and weaknesses.
Comparisors between telephone surveys (self-reported perceptiors of use),
media diary research (self-reported use), and field study (observed use) in
the same study have seldom been carried out, and when they have been
performed, they occurred before the e4plosion in media grorath and diversi-

ffing of audience activity.
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Aesearch Questions
Starting in the 1920s, with the work of Robert and Helen Lynd, no com-

munity in the Unitd States has been examined more thorougtrly than what
came to be known as Middletovrn (Muncie, hrdiana and surrounding
Delaware Countf. The Lynds' first book, Mddletown: A Study in Modem
American Culturc (1929) was considered the first effort to document the
total culture of one American city. The Lynds used survey irstruments and
personal interviews to collect their data. Their second effort, Middletown tn
Ttarsition: a Study in Cultunl ConflicE (1934, documented changes tlnt
came to the city in the ten yeare after their ftrst study, including the city's ffrst
radio station.

In 1982, University ofVirginia professor Theodore Caplorv and his four
assistants dusted offthe Lynds' original surveys and gathered data again in
Middletornrn. FIis book, Mddletown Familiu: FiffyYean of Change and
Continuity (1982), was the first of a series of studies that updated the pio-
neering work of the Lynds. Caplorv follorned up on the Lynds' communica-
tion information and found, for example, tlnt median televisionviewing in
Middletournwas 28 hours a week. This was corsidered a staggering amount
in 1976 for any crty.

Drawing onthat history we conducted three studies focusingonthe peo-
ple of Middletourn-as a microcosm of the national poptrlation-to deter-
mine how people use the media; horu they engage in multiple and overlap-
ping media use; and how people's perceptions and self-rcport of media use
differ from their observed media use. This study is designed to overcome
corrrrnonweaknesses of audience measurement and media use studies:
Most studies apply a single method and are subject to that method's lirnita-
tiors and biases, and most focts on one medium, not a frrll range of di$tal
and analogmedia. The study is also designed to prwide a snapshot of
media use in a single commwdty. Is Muncie, the archetypal "middle
American" tovrn of the famous Mddletorrn sociolo$cal studies, a represen-
tative American community in its media use?

h briel the descriptive, multi-method study reported here is an initial
attempt to address the folloudng questiors:

1. To what ocent do people rccognize, rccall and identify their own
media behavior?

2. Can we identify a morc accurate pichrrc of how, when and where
people use what media?

3. Can we identifybe scent of simultaneous multiple media usage?

4. Can we identifythe rclative medts of diffuiing tedrniques
in measuring media usage?
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Methodologies
Thetelephone survey

There were two purposes for the telephone survey: First, to deterrnine to
what extent Middletorrmreflects the nation as awhole in perceptions of
media use and media technolory inventory; second, to serye as a compari-
son against which to measure the results received through other researctr
techniques.

The telephone studywas completed inJuly and August of 2003.

Questions were adopted from recent media use surveys by the Pew Research
Center for the People and the Press (http://people-press.org).1 Questions
were added to address simultaneous usage of multiple media. A profession-
aI telephone survey firm conducted the survey. A rardom-di$t dialing sam-
ple of 401 persons (18-years-old and older) in Delaware County provided a
conlidence interval of 5 percent.

Weasked 74 questions aboutmediauseandtechnologr, and nine demo-
graphic questiors. Survey days were spread out evenly across the week,
including the weekend. Of the 74 questiors, 59 were iderrtical in wording to
questiors asked in various Pew Research Cerrter studies, and nine were
identical to multiple-media r:sage questions that Papper asked in a national
study (unpublished) mnducted in January and February of the same year.
That study involved a random national sample of 1,003 adults, l8-years-old
and older. For the Middletovvn telephone suwey, a total of 4,915 calls wele
made to yield the 401 completed and valid surveys.

The complete telephone survey--questions and arswers-is provided in
AppendixA.

The diary study
Participants in the diary study maintained a comprehensive daily log of

media trsage (at home, at work, and elsewhere) for one day or one week dur-
ing the study period. They were asked to note each media use episode's start
and stop time, media source, and location. Participants (18-years-old and
older) were recruited by calling randomly selected published telephone
numbers in Delaware County. A $20 honorarium was offered for completed
one-day diaries; a $50 honorarium was offered for completed one-week
diaries. Overall, 1630 one-day and 114 one-week diaries were mailed.
Participants were called with reminders before their schedr:Ied diary dates
and again afterward to urge retum of the completed diary (with up to 3 fol-
loriv-up calls). They retumed 359 diarie, of which 83 were weekly diaries (an
overall response rate of 21 percent; one-day response rate L7 percent, one-
week resporse rate 73 percent). Days were spread out evenly across the
week, including the weekend. The first day of each weekly diary is included
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in the one-day diary analysis. Analysis of the remaining weekly diary days is

not reported in this study. The diary irstrument is provided in Appendix B.

The diary study data collection occurred inJuly,August and early September
of2003.

The observation study
Full-day "shadoruing" observation provided a media use measure not

dependent on self-report. Observers werc trained in the use of a media use
log arrd in entry of descriptive and clari$ring notes. Callers made random
calls in Delaware Cotrnty asking for people (18-years-old and older) to par-
ticipate in the observation study. People who did notwish to participate in
the full day obsenration were then asked if they would participate in either a
one day or one week diary study. A total of I 4,321 calls were made to recruit
the observation and diary respondents. It proved impossible to recruit the
desired number of observationstudy participants through random calling,
so we tumed instead to targeted non-random sampling in an attempt to
match key national cersus demographics (i.e., age, gender, ethnicity,
income, and education). Participants wele offered a $100 honorarium for
participation in the study. Observers gathered data on 101 participants for a
firll day. Observation days were distributed tlroughout the study period,
includingtheweekend.

Tlvo observers were used for each shadowing observation (2 shifts of
approximately 8 hours each). Observers accompanied participants to work
and othervenues. Theywere instructed to minimize casual conversation
with participants. Participants were called after observation to complete the
observational rccord for portions of the waking day before observer arrival
or after observer departure.

The observer's media use log is provided inAppendix C.
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10.74/a

Less than 15 min"

' ., 12.5o/o

10o/o

15-29 min.

'l hour or more

QTrAbout how much
time did you spend

a daily newspaper
yesterday?

,,;;;::,,;' : LOCAL PHONE
-.r ,,',, . SURVIY

July-Aug" 2003

PEW SURVEY
April-May 2002

$,.0,4ua
. !11,11. :il

Don't know how muchlrefused

Did not read a paper yesterday

Note:Times were not read in the telephone surveys.

they ever go online (Q25), 6 1.3 percent of the Middletown sample said yes,

compared to 65 percent nationally.
In November 2002, Pew reported that 61 percent of respondents said they

were Internet users. kr April2002, Pew reported that 62 percent of rcspon-
dents were Intemet users, \ryith 71 percent of computer trsers ideffirying
themselves as Intemet users.

Middletovr,n results for virtually all of these and the other questiors fall
within +/-3 percent of national survey results.

In mediatechnology ownership, Middletournwas comparable to the

I

i
,

:

i

Telephone survey
Overall, the Middletorvn results appear remarkably corsistent with

national figtrres.z Glephone survey questiors 7, 8, 10, Il,17,20,22artd25
(Appendix A) demorstrate the similarity between the Middletovrn telephone
data and the national Per,v numbers.

When asked whether they had watched "the ner,rrs or a news program on

Table 1

television yesterday" (Q8), 56.4 percent
of the Middletown sample said yes,

compared to 55 percent of the national
Pew sample from April-May 2A02.

Likewise, when asked whether they
watched "anything else on television
ye$terday " (Q10), 61.8 percent of the
Middleto\rvrr sample said yes, com-
pared to 59 percent of the Pew nation-
al sample from April-May ZAAZ.

Table 1 reports perceptions of time
spent reading newspapers, and Table 2

displays perceptions of time spent
watching television (excluding news) .

They display remarkable consistency,
time interval by time interval, between
Middletovrn and national results. The
sarrle can be said about Thbles 3 and 4,

comparing time spent readfurg maga-
zines and time spent reading books.

Wfien we asked whether people
had a computer in their home {Q22),
66.3 percent of Middletolirir] respon-
dents said yes, compared to 65 percent
of the Pew national sample from April-
May ZAA2. And when asked whether

30-59 min.



nation in cable TV availabilrty (91 percent Middletown v. 92 percent nation-
al), in ovrnership of PDA's (9.5 percent Middletornn v. 11 percent national)

and TiVo/Replay (DVR) devices (2.5 percent Mddletown v. 3 percent nation-
al). Middletown cable subscription was exactly at the national average of
69.3 percent. On the other hand,
Middletowrr's orwnership of cell phones
was a bit below average (55.9 percent
Middletor,rvn v. 64 percent national),
and it was well belorp in pagers (8.2

percent Middletovrrn v. LG percent
national). Middletovn: was higher in
subscription to satellite prograrnming
(22.2 percent Middletovnr v. Lfpercent
national) and owrrership of DVD play-
ers (62.3 percent Middletovm v. 44 per-
cent national). Broadband adoption
by h:temet users is almost identical
between Middletovm (30 percent) and
the country as a whole (31 percent).

The telephone survey results give

investigators confidence that, despite
some socioeconomic differences from
national demographics, Muncie and
Delaware County, hrdiana, are still
"Middletown" where perceptions of
media use are concerned. Results
from the telephone survey will be dis-
cussed in more detail as they are com-
pared with results from the diary and
observation studies.

Com pa rison of Telephone
Survey, Diary Studyand
Observation Study results

Media use appears to be a lot more
extensive than people think (Table 5).

In every case except one (books), actu-
al measured media use (both reported
in diaries and observed) exceeded per-
ceived media use-sometimes by huge

': 3.2o/a

MtDDLETowN MEDTA sruDtEs LA

Table 2
Qt 1:About how much
time did you spend

watching TV
yeste rday, not

including the news?

Za/a

Less than 30 min.

,,, ,.roro

3a/o

30-59 miR.

About an hr. or more

5.OVo

Sa/o

1'.|.Sa/a

ffi 1.2olo

1a/o

Don't know refused

15.2o/o

'l7o/o

LOCAL PHONE
SURVEY
July-Aug.2003

PEW SURVEY
April-May 2002

margirs. And observed use always exceeded perceived use. Diaries picked
up more usage than survey self-report, but results were still generally well
belovv what was observed. Perception of time with media was also lnconsis-

Note:Times were not read in the telephone surveys.
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','1., 2.7VO

3Vo

Less than 15 min.

,, 
1 ,Zalo

1a/a

Less than 15 min.

t hour or more

Note:Times were not read in the telephone surveys.

tent across and even within media,
making conclusions about multiple
media platforms based solely on
phone research that much more
problematic.

People spend more than double
(129.7 percent) the time with the
media than they recall-an average
ll.7 hours a day of media use in
total. Because of media multitask-
ing, total time in media use is less

than the surn of its parts. Simply
surruning all use across media
results in a staggering average 15.4

hours per day.

Diary tabulations of media use
picked up more usage than did tele-
phone survey, but it is still l?.}percent
belorv observed use. Dia{y data col-
lection produced an avemge 9.5 hours
a day of media trse-or 10.8 hours by
summing individual media rrse.

Even though Table 5 includes
media multitasking, the total media
usage falls below the surn of the pro-
vided figures because it only
includes media for which a direct
comparison across all three studies
is available. The least media-active
person we observed spent five and a
quarter hours with the media; the
most spent over 17 hours-essen-
tiatly every waking moment-with
the media. Among the diaries, the
least media-active person listed only
12 minutes with the media over the
entire day. The median media use
time recorded by the observations
(l?hours) was 30.5 percent higher
than the diaries (9.25 hours).

Media use appears to be far more
complex than people think. Table 6
shows the consistent difference in

Table 3
Qt7:About howmuch

time did you
spend reading

magazines yesterday?

LOCAL PHONE
SURVEY
July-Au9.2003

PEW SURVEY
April-May 20A2

Table 4
Q20:About howmuch

time did you
spend reading books

yesterday?

LOCAL PHONE
SURVEY
July-Aug.2003

PEW SURVEY
April-May 2AA2

Did not read a book yesterday

15-29 min.

Note:Times were not read in the telephone surveys.
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74

121

21

29

286

(4.8 hrs./day)

26
'0 -'

17
I '58,,''.'t,

132

,',t ,.I/'Bi',, 
i',,

52
, .$7r, , .'..;,

572

(9.5 hrs./day)

rl r' 'r I ,, I

129

,.,'., 31'$,,','

64

,,,, ,,',,7..8t,"it.

657

(11 hrslday)

1s

I
18

41

17

t4
36

67

All Radio Listening

AIITV Viewing

Computerl
Online

Total (Above) Media'

I Home use only
2 ln ollcases,the numberc lnclude simultanaus media usage
3 See end note 3 for calculation

reported single and multitask media use between diaries and observation.
Single use is defined as the use of only one medium. Mr:ltitask use refers to
exposure to two or more media atthe same time. The telephone survey
results on media multitasking (Tables L4 - t7) generally bore little similarity
to observed results. While the data from the diary study are muctr closer to
that observed, they pale in depth ard texture compared to observation. For

example, the total media multitasking in the diary study (12.4 percent) was

half as much as the observation study (23.7 percent). The disparity i:n granu-
larity in the two forms of measurement also appears in the average mrnber
of log entries for each participant. At 36 log entries, observers produced, on
average, ttree times more entries than did diary participanB (12 entries).
The median number of entries also had a 3:1 relationship (30:10). Entries for
diaries ranged from one to 90; for observations, the range was seven to 154.

Some media activity virtually disappears with diaries, and even where diary
totals are similar to observation results, the on-and-off, in-and-out nature of
some media use is largely missing in the less-detailed data diaries provide.

As far as media multitasking is concemed, diary rmearch appears to have
produced results most similar to observation results for music, computer
programs and magazines; it is fartlrest offonTV, Intemet, game boxes and
books.

THephone survey researctr appears fully capable of determining whether peo-

ple possm rarious media tectrnologies, but their accurary in wen the simple

task of detemining whether they used a particular medium appears suspect.
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MEOIA

TV
VCR

DVD
Radio
CD

Cassette
Computer
Web surfing
Email
lnst. Msg,
Games
Telephone
Cell phone
Newspaper
Magazine
Book
PDA
MP3
Postal mail
Other media
All Video
All Music
All Phone
All Reading
All Computer
All lnternet
All Media

Table 6
Single Use and Multitaskin
Methods

g Use of Media by Diary and Observation

9c SINGLE-USE
DIARY

87.3o/o
,t',r"l O;5' ,t'.

98.0
'-''r $E;7-'" r:

59,7
,"t',,2 it- "'

42"0
.' , 78il '..'',

58.3

, '.. '83 ,,'-'
64.1

,'1''. 
t'4lr9,, 

"'
65.7

,....,r,i,, 1f6ii.i1',

49,5
, .' ,,, ,', f;f, '.i. ,,,

16.4

' #t'"it
65,7

,''."fffl#rtt'''
93.5

, ,,t,l'$6$,ti'li
51.2

,, ' ' il 
'. i'I, 'ii'r''

57,9
,.it,1$$1$-rr,'"'

87.6

,"i%'$l.l{G[E U
;'i O$tfiBU.[E"-

71 .9o/o

', '. it86;8r',"iI',
90.6

,.,' t .- 7rl-g',,, ,1,t 
,

50.3

'. tffi'101" "
36.0

'- "''r'B ;S, 
i,"''',

65.6

't 
t'i"', 2'- li t,,

83.9
1,,,t'''l2I'iE',"'-''

38.0
., ..""496 t' 

' , ,

42.8

, . 
'"3.8.'tr"',,, 

"'
67.6

,'--,ilr$ rin'"

47.2
.-,_... 1r i 

,.,,, ,.

88.2
'' .t"$ 't.,,,: 

,

23.4
.ti',,i#tigi i,li,, i

42,2

'.,,'t 
', 'l'ri'

76,3

% flIUTTITASK USE

DIARY

12.7Va

9.5

2.0

16.3

40.3

75.8

58.0

2',1,9

41.7

66.4

35.9
. , 

t .i$:$i0 'i,,,,' '

34.3
39.4

50.5
..,.,:,,.,',, i$...,.",.

83.6

35.8

34.3

27.6

6.5
".t.,."'48 ''' " 

.

48.8
ir .t,,1"-,'$6191,:' i,, iin.

42.'.|

34.4
'12.4

%MUUITASK USE

OBSERUEE

28.1o/a

13.2

9.4
..t,,,' "'[fii,I',-i'-l''

49,7

"t',",1 
'2 lo'*.'ir t',,

64.0

65,7

34.4
'. "'rt .ft8',".,t' '

16.1
,rr:,'. ';'/$f 

7" 
t'- 

,i , ,

62.4
.,''.,.r. .,,$ffi.fr,'.-',

57.2

",,.,'',.,,',6'I.pi,.t,,1 

- 
:l'l.

32.4

"'t,tt 
it2 tl,..,i'i'

52.8
r,,,'',!'i.$$,4 i"', t ."

1 1.8

,"'tttffiI' .,"' ,'

76.6
58.0
57.8
52.6

23.7

Note that even when the issue is simply, "Did you trse' the medium, inci-
dence tends to increase aswe move fromsurveyresearchto diaryresearch
to observation research (Table 7). The only exceptions areTV where report-
ed and observed use are essentially the same, and reading, where the results
arc less corsistent. In reading, all three methodologies are close on inci-
dence (percent of total sample who read a neraspaper, book or magazine).
But diaryrecords lorrer usage than surveys or observationfor books and
observation studies picked up much more magazine rcadingthanthe other
two research techniques.

Note in Thble 7 th,at common and widespread use of telephone and mail
failed to register with many diary keepers, despite e4plicit irstructiors to
record them, as apparently did at least some other short-duration activities
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L2.1

q6 OT SAMPTE

mmusror*r,

vrstrnpnv
OBSERVED

t 
', , l ,. . '. ,,,'t,, 'i.,,,,,1''1 

'

91,1V0

' rl ,, g,3r ,tt'-'i,.',

78.2

,',".,t,'$ 1$3 ,:', 
1 , '

. 
tt,ir -,,,, 

il-t"tt,it

63.4

,-' - g[i$,', t"' ','

53.5
.,..,',,1 

.,,,i,11..,i

33,V

,,-t '.lffi,ii'-.'
93.1

, , , lr,f5;4.,. t1,,', '

53.5

'''.,",1*rE ,ir 'ri

42.6

,'', 
-,." 1 ,tr,','.,.

?7,7

,.'. 
,..",i1 

liIl 1i-'f,

7,9

,,, . ,r ,,,"..r:,$. 
,t.'ri,,u 

"l

1 Hame only
2 All computer for diary is 52.4
3 All computet for observatlon is 72.3
,'U'iiiitiiiii'a'itei iion that the equivalent question was not asked in the telephone survey.

(radio and email).
The same general pattern of media use continueswhen comparing

amount of media use by diary and observation research (Table 8). only
radio and newspaper aren't higher when we compare orrerall observed use

to overall reported use. Whenwe look at average time by users only, as

opposed to avefages across all participants, the numbers become more vari-

aiie. Observed usage per user is higher forfl, computer, all reading, books,

music, games and all media. observed use per user is lower for radio, news-

paper, magazine,phone, email and postal mail. The figures are the same for

Table 7
lncidence of Media Use by Research Method (Telephone

5u rvey, Dia ry, Observation)

MEDIA

All TV (excludes VCR and DVDI

Radio

All reading

(includes book, newspapers, magazines)

All computer
(includes, softvvare, online, email, chat)1

Any online
(includes lnternet, email, chat*
included in "all computer")

Email (included in "all comPuter")

Newspaper

Book
Magazines

Any phone

Telephone (included in "any Phone")

lnternet (included in "all computer")

Postal mail

All Music

Cell phones

CD

All video

DVD

Games

Mp3

% OI SAMPLE

THAT USED THE

MEDIA
YESTERDAY

PHONE SURVEY

75.30/o

57.8

66.6

38.7

33.4

,ffi
43.9

l[9r$

19.0

flffi
NA

.Nfi.'
NA

ffi*i
NA

ffi,
NA

"
NA

t'

qa or snmPu
THAT USEDTHE

MEDIA

DJARY

.. ,,,,, .,,t,, ,,11,, ,il

91.44/o
,,.,.,, 

'::;,, l1 ,t i t."

68.0

'' -. r.', $ ,0 
t', 

'

,1" ,i ,, i.,.li:'r,, .',,,i,.' li,,i

47.1

't',t',t 39"3,.,' .',

53,8
tt'''-' ,|ffir", 'i'

18.9

'l'"..ffi'r',''
45,7

', ' ,,,''32i8' ''' 'r '

12,3
i..., ,l i i',.". ',,

24.0
1i1.,,,','fi$"I'11',:i

19.8
.-.-,t-',, ,?,,,", i,

7,8

,',,i,,,t,,,,1,,,1,ir' 
,',i:-,i",r

,,ti_,:,.,L,, I,"II ll:,r'il,l.iri, r, ili
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Table 8
Time Spent (in minutes) with Media Per Person, For All and For Specific
Media Users by Diary and Observation

MEAFI TIME PER

DAY OVERALT
DIARYMEDIA

AIITV
(antenna, cable and satellite, but not VCR or DVD)

All computer
(software, lnternet, email, etc.)

lnternet only

Radio

(books, magazines, newspa per)

Bools

Newspaper

Magazines

Music

All phone

Email (included above in'all computert

Postal mail

Games

MEAN TIME PER MEAN TIME PER

DAY OVTRALT DAY PER USER

OBSERVED DIARY

319 304

\M 163

278

85

57

132

53

17

26

t0
30

29

27

2

5

78

129

67

36

17

14

57

53

32

7

12

122

182

78

87

48

54

I0l
55

68

16

63

ttlEAN TIME PER

DAY PER USER

OBSERVED

350

199

123

155

86

96

32

41

124

53

58

13

154

Intemet use. The inconsistencies per user may reflect a far greater variance
of record-keeping for diaries than that by the trained observers. Table 7
appears to support that possibility, as the incidence of use for all media is

the same or up from diary results to observation results; all but two are up
from survey to diary (and those two, TV and newspaper, are essentially the
same); and all are up from survey to observation results.

WhileTable 5 makes clear hqn, poorly people recqgnize horr much use they
make of a given medium, Table I shcnros both the incidence of use and amount
of use for all media for which we have direct comparisors. Otlrer than the
irrcorsistencies withinreading, allmediausage byirrciderrceshorys an increase
from survey restrlts to diary results to observation studyresults. In amount of
use, there's more variability, but with few eraeptiors (part of neunpaper, books
ard radio), timespent also increases from sr.rveyto diaryto observationresults.

People do a farbetterjob identiffingtheiruse of printed media thantheir
use of broadcast media and computers. Tables 10 to 13 compare amount of
media use by research methodolory. Table 10 includes reading-newspa-
per, magazines and books. Note that the telephone survey results for
Middletown and Pew are allwithin +/-4 percent except one. While print
media totals are closest among the methodolo$es, arriving at that similarity
takes a more torturous route. Between survey and diary results the differ-



Table 9
Daily lncidence of Use (in percent) and Amount of Use (in minutes) of
Media by Research Method

llrlClDENCE OF

USE - PHO}IE IilICIDENCE INCIDENCE OF USE -
SURVEY ' OF USE - DIARY OBSERVED

43,9a/o 53.870 53.570

19.0 18.9 33.7

29.9 19.8 37 .6

66.6 68.0 78.2

57.8 72J 83.2

75.3 91,4 91.1

39.7 45.1 54.5

33.4 47.1 55.3

30.2 39.3 54.5

MtDDLET0wN MEDTA STUDTES E

AMT. OF USE . AMT. OI USE - AMT, OF USE .
PHO].IE SURVEY I DNRY OBSERVEDttlEDlA

Newspaper

Magazine

Books

Total reading

Total radio

TotalTV

Computer 2

lnternet 3

Email 3

17

14

36

67

129

319

64

78

32

26

10

17

53

132

278

52

57

27

15

I
18

4t

74

121

21

29

NA

il ,', .' .'

1 Survey questions asked whether the respondent happened to use the particular medium "yesterday.'
2 Computer incidence and usage is home only.
3 lnternet and Email are for all locations.

Table 10
Amount of Time Spent Reading byTelephone Survey, Diary and
Observation Research Methods

AMT. OF USE

NEWSPAPER

Less than 15 min.

15-29 min.

30-59 min.

t hour or more

Don't knowlrefused

Did not read

MAGAZINES

Less than 15 min.

15-29 min.

30-59 min.

t hour or more

Did not read

BOOKS

Less than 15 min. 1 1.2

15-29 min. 5 3.5

30-59 min. 10 6.0

t hour or more 18 19.2

Did not read 77 70.1

PEW PHONE LOCAL PHOT,IE LOCAT DIARY LOCAL OBSERVATION

SURVEY SURVEY RESULTS RE5ULTS
April-May2002 

I 
JuLAug.2003 

| Jul-Aug.2003 Jul-Aug.2003

7a/o 1A.70/o

10 12.5

ls 14.5

8 5]
1 0.4

59 56.2

2.7

3,5

8.0

4.5

81,3

3.30/o

12.8

19,4

18.4

46.1

2,4

4"0

5.5

7,4

81.1

0.6

1.5

4,9

I2,8

90"3

13.1010

15.3

16.3

8,7

46.6

4,7

10.5

10.8

7,s

66.5

5.1

3.6

3.0

26.0

62,2

3

5

9

6

77

tTelephone survey questions asked whether the respondent happened to use the particular medium "yesterday."
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ffiHHlll li 6eo/o

6.096

6.9a/a

A half hr. or less

1-2 hrs.

Did not listen

' Telephone survey questions asked whether the respondent
happened to use the particular medium "yesterd ay."

ence is +/ -L2.7 percent; survey to observed results vary as much as +/- 18. 1

percent. Note that, overall, telephone survey comes closest to diary and
observation research results in the rcading categories, although observation
picked up more magazine and book reading than either the survey or diary
study.

For both radio and television (Tables 11 and 12), note the very high 'did
not listerf and 'did not watch- for the telephone survey-in comparison to
use as recorded in the diary and observation studies. The Pew numbers also
reflect this phenomenon, reporting 39 - 45 percent sayingthey didn'twatch

or listen. In radio, most time cate-
, 

Bories were well offthe mark, and
it suggests an inability of partici-

' pants to determine either
"\iyhether" or "horrrF much" when
an activity involves many venues

i many short increments. Note
' that the perception 0f time spent

with radio appears farthest off at
, th* shorter listening time. hr time

spent with television, however, the
very high number of "did not

, watch" responses might simply' reflect a reluctance to acknovrl-
edge TV viewing. The 'Uid not

. watch" results run counter not
only to our diary and observation
study results, but also to industry
figures by Nielsen Media Research,

released in July 2003, which also

show television reaching 90 per-
cent of the American public. Note
also that more people responded
in the survey that they watched
less than two hours of TV daily
than either diaries or observation
revealed, and strikingly fewer peo-
ple reported in the telephone sur-

' u*y that they spent four or more
hours per day viewingTV than
recorded in the diary study or
observation study.

Time spent on the hrtemet
(Table 13) is more difficult to com-

Table 11
Amount of Time Spent
Lirtening to Radio by

Telephone Survey,
Diary and

Observation Res€arch

Methods

5,14/a

LOCAL PHONE
SU RVEY "tut-y-nuc.2oo3 

1

LOCAL DIARY
RESU LTS :uIy-AUG. 2OO3

LOCAL OBSERVED
RES U LTS IUI-y-AUG. 2OO3

7,10/a

30-59 min.

2-3 hrs.



pare because the Middletown
telephone survey gathered the
data differently (gouprng togeth-
er everything over one hour). On
the other hand, the telephone
survey data was in line to that
point. Here, the biggest discrep-
ancy involves a general trend
toward longer use found in the
observation study. Note that
observation produced a more
even distribution of trse across
time increments.

Simultaneous
Multiple Media Use

There appears to be a great
deal of simultaneous multiple
media use. Diary keepers noted
simultaneous multiple -media
usage 12.4 percent of their total
media use time, but observation
puts the figure at nearly a quarter
of the media day (23.7 percent).
Although the telephone survey
involves a different and non-par-
allel questioil, it is clear that there
is more simultaneous multiple
media use than previously docu-
mented, and it is clear that actual
simultaneous multiple media trse

frequently isn't what media users
perceive it to be.

Thbles 14 - 17 all deal with

MIDDLETOWN MEDIA sTUDIEs I ZS
I

Table 12
AmountofTime Spent

WatchingTV
Telephone Survey,

Diary and
Observation Research

Methods

LOCAL PHONE
SU RVEY .lur-v-nuc. 2oo3'

LOCAL DIARY
RESULTS JULY-AUG.2OO3

LOCAL OBSERVED
RESULTS JULY-AUG.2oo3

5,9a/o

30-59 min.

tffi

3-4 hrs.

4+ hrs.

9.Zo/a

Did not watch
II ,,

'Telephone survey questions asked whether the respondent
happened to use the particular medium "yesterdayJ'

simultaneous multiple-media usage. The Middletornrn phone survey inctrd-
ed a series of questiors asking to what extent people used certatu: combina-
tions of media at the same time. Those were the same questions tlr,at Papper
asked in a national study (unpublished) in January and February of 2003.

That study involved a random national sample of 1,003 adults, l8-years-old
and older.

hr the case of reading and other media activity (Table 14), there appears
to be much more reading coupled with other media use than previously
realized. Based on observation, overall, in *all reading" (books, magazines

1.8o/o

2.Oo/o

A half hr. or less

il 6.30/o

3.$Vo

0.87o
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Table 13
Amount of Time Spent On the lnternet byTelephone Survey, Diary and
Observation Research Methods (based on percent of people who go online)

b
6i

ti&'i
$,
$r
$,,
r:
e

r
8:,
$.,
fl t.
!
t{ .l

8""

A half hr, or less

30-59 min.

1-2 hrs.

2-3 hrs,

3-4 hrs.

4+ hrs.

Don't knowlrefused

PEW SURVEY

Sept.2000

25Vo

18

29

11

6

10

LOCAL PHONE
SURVEY

July-Aug.2003

25.30/o

2A.9

53.01

NA

NA

NA

a.7

LOCAT DIARY

NESULTS

July-Aug.2003

18.80/o

21.9

24,6

13.4

6.5

14,9

TOCAL OBSERVED

RESUHs
July-Aug.2003

19,80/o

14.9

20.3

15.4

15.3

14.4

I Data collected as "l hour or more"

and newspaper), almost three-quarters (73.4 percent) of observed readers
also engaged in another media activity at least some of the time; 57.5 per-
cent of the time spent reading also involved watchingTV or a DVD or listen-
ing to the radio, CD or a tape. While 40.9 percent of the local telephone sur-

vey respondents and 31.6 percent
of the national sample said they
never or almost never read and
also watch TV or listen to some-
thing, only 26.6 percent of those
observed didn't multitask while
reading. Based solely on number
of people (and not how much
they do it), the most corrunon
media multitasked with reading
were TV (well ahead of all others),
then radio and music.

Among diary keepers, 42.6 per-

cent of those who read did so with
another medium in use at the
sarne time; and at 36.3 percent of
the time, total multitasking with
reading was well below that found
in the observation study, While
40.9 percent of the local phone
sample and 31.6 percent of the
national sample said they never or
almost never read and also watch
TV or listen to something, 57.4

Table 14
Q:When you

read at hofire,
how often do

you ALSO watch
TV or a DVD or

listen to the
radio, CD

or a tape at
the same time?

LSCAL PHONE SURVEY:0%

1.ZVo

Don't know/refused

LOCAL PHONE
SURVEY
July-Aug.2003

PAPPIR NATIONAL
PHONE SURVEY
Jan.-Feb.2003

Almost always



percent of those keeping diaries did not reportmultitaskingwhile reading.

Given those numbers, it would appear that diaries wele not picking up read-

ing multitasking. Based solely on number of people (and not horiv much

they do it), diary keepers reported the most common medta multitasked
with reading as TV (well ahead of all others) , then radio, telephone, music
andcomputeruse.

In the case of watchingTV and
reading (Table 15), there is actual-
ly less multitasking than people
appear to thirrk. Although 44.6

percent ofTV viewers read some-
thing at least some of the time
while watchingTv, the two activi-
ties multitask only 7.8 percent of
the time. \Mtrile 4L.l percent of
the local telephone survey sample
and 34.7 percent of the national
sample said they never or almost
never watch TV and also read

something, 55.4 percent of those
observed didn't multitask watch-
ingTV and reading. Based solely
on mrrnber of people (and not
how much they do it), the most
corrunon media multitasked with
TV were telephone (well ahead of
all others), then book and mail,
then newspaper and Intemet,
then computet cell phone, email,
and then magazine and other
media.

Diary keepers noted even less

B.Zo/a

MTDDLETowN MEDTA STUDTES w

Table 15
Q:When you
watch TV at
homerhow

often do you
ALSO read

something at
the same time?

Sometimes

simultaneous TV and reading media r:sage, withjust 22.6 percent of diary
keepers multitaskingTV and reading for a mere 4.2 percerrt of the time.
While 41.1 percent of the local phone sample and 34.7 percent of the national
sample said they never or almost neverwatchTV and also read something,
more than three-quarters (77.4 percent) of those keeping diaries did not
record multitaski4g ofTV and reading. Based solely on number of people
(and not how much they do it), diary keepers listed the most common media
multitasked with TV as telephone and then newspaper (well ahead of all oth-
ers), then email, radiq computer and magazine, then cell phone and book.

For the observation study, observers were irstructed to judge, whenever
multiple mediawere in use, which mediumhad the greatest attentionof the

Almost always

Never or almost never

LOCAL PHON f 5U RVEY: 0olo

1.Ao/o

Don't know/refused

LOCAL PHONE
SURVEY
July-Aug.2003

PAPPER NATIONAL
PHONE SURVEY
Jan.-Feb.2003
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participant. This was desigrnted the 'primary" medium. Other media in use
at the same time were designated as "secondary" media. This distinction is
not available in the diary data, but is worth corsidering here as there may be
differences in how'hctive' media (requiring corsiderable cognitive engage-
ment book reading, writing email, etc.) and "passive" media (music, televt-
sion, or other media which can be used as background) are multitasked. In
the observation studies, whenwe observedTVas the primarymedium,
reading virtually disappears (4.3 percent of viewers reading for 0.3 percent of
the time). Lr other words, participants focusing on TV tended not to read at

the sarne time-but participants

; 
TVon.

' Ulatching TV atong with using

r 
17) is perhaps the most interesting

, multitaskwith the computer-

cerrt ofthe time. Here, the survey
results were consistent with

veys, 68.8 percent of the local sarrl-
ple and 57.0 percent of the national

' sarnple said they never or almost
, never watch TV and also spend

time on the computer, with obser*
I vation putting the number at 60.9
I percent who didnt multitaskW
, and computer. Based solely on

number of people (and not how
much they do it), ttre most com-

' morr media multitasked wfthTV
were telephone (well ahead of all

others), then bookand mail, thennerrvspaperand L:temet, then computer,
cell phone, email, and then magazine and other media.

Diary reports, on the other hand, paint a different picttre. In the diaries,
only 8.7 percent ofTV viewers reported also being on the computer forjust
2.1 percent of the time. While 68.8 percent ofthe local phone sample and
57.0 percent of the national sample said they never or almost never watch
TV and also spend time on the computer, 91.3 percent of those keeping
diaries did not record multitasking ofTV and computer use. Based solely on
number of people (and not horr much they do it), diary keepers listed the

11.}a/a

Never or almost never

Don't knowlrefused

LOCAL PHONT
SUHVEY
July-Au9.2003



most commonmedia multtasked withTV as telephone and thennewspa-
per (well ahead of all others), then email, radio, computer and magazine,
then cell phone and book.

It becomes easierto reconcilethe discrepancywhenwe look atTV as the
primary medium in the observation studies. h: that case, we ftnd that only
16.5 percent ofTV viewers also use the computer at the same time, and they
do so only 4.2 percent of the time.

Tables 16 and 17 strongly suggest that the multitasking ofTV and comput-
er and computer and other media are one-way streets. TV is not onlythe 800
pound primary gorilla, it's also the 800 pound secondary gorilla, and so it's

commonly on when other media are in use. But, based on observation,
when people are watching television (primary use), that'swhat theyre doing.
Overwhelmingty, they're not reading, and they're not on the computer.

While few people who watchTV are also on the computer, the few who do
averagejmt orrer an hour a day in the observation studies and over an hour
and twenty rninutes in the diary studies. Based on Table 17, any online survey
ofTV/computer behavior could result in skewed nurnbers because people
who are on the computer arc commonly doing other media activity (including

TV), but the betnvior doesn't happen at the same rate the other way around.
Inthe case of usingthe computer in combination withvideo or audio

media (Table 17), based on observation, over two-thirds (67.1 percent) of
computer users also watch video or listen to audio at least some of the time;
43.4 percent of the time that the computer is in use, respondents also used a
video or audio medium. hterestingly, this result is different than the tele-
phone survey results. While 61.1 percent of the local telephone survey sam-
ple and 50.4 percent of the national sample said they neven or almost never
spend time on the computer and also watch TV or listen to something, 32.9
percent of those observed didn't multitask the computer with video or
audio. Based solely on number of people (and not horv much they do it),
the most common media multitasked with computerwere telephone,TV,
then other media, radio and music.

Computer and vidm/audio multitasking is another area of large difference
between diary and observation results. For diary keepers, 41.5 percent of mm-
puterusens also used avideo or audio medium atthe sametime, andthey
report doing it less ttnn a thirrd (31.5 percent) of their computen time. This is

morecorsistentwithperception. While6l.l percentofttrclocaltelephonesur-
veysample and 50.4 percerrt of the nationalsample saidttreyneveror almost
never sperrd time on the computer and also watctrTV or listen to somethins
58.5 percent of those ke+ping diaries say they didnt multitask while on tlrc
computer. Based solely on number of people (and not horv mudr they do it),
the mmt common media multitasked with mmputer were TV (well ahead of all
others), thentelephone, radio and mtsic.

MtDDLET0wN MEDTA sTUDtEs tr

TV is not

only the 800

pound

primary

gorilla, it is

also the 800

pound

secondary

gorilla, and

so it is

commonly

on when

other media

are in

use. But,

based on

observation,

when

people are

watching

television

(primary

use), that is

what they

are doing.
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14.60/o

Freq uently

Never or almost never

LOCAL PHONI SURVEY: 0?'o

'l .20/o

Don't knoMrefused

Media Use Outside of the Home
Simultaneous use of multiple mediais onlyone ofthe complicatiors of

measuringmedia tse inasocietywhere media choices have expanded and
media use peryades a huge portion of the day. Another complication is the
ubiquity of media;while many studies focus on home use, our results display
corniderable media use at worft, in the car, and in other locatiors.

brthe case ofwatchingWwhile atwork (Table 18), orrerall, 11.9pe'centof
the observed participants
watched at least someWwtrile at
work{hat'sviewing by 17.9 per-

cent of thosewho work otrtside

the home. Of all TV viewing, 3. 1

percent took place at work. The
average total viewing time for
those who watchedTv at work
was one hour and 21 minutes.

TV at work for diary keepers

comes in around halfwhat it
does in the observation study.
Overall ,S.?percent of diary
respondents reported watching
TVatwork. Jtrst 1.1 percentofall
TV viewing took place at work,
although the average workview-
er watched far 2.2 hours per day.

There is extensive listening to
the radio and music atwork
(Tlable 1g). One-quarter Q4.3
percent) of all radio, CD, ciusette
and MP3 use took place at

work--22,7 percent of all radio
LLSe and 27.9 percent of all music

Table 17
Q:When you're

on the computer
at hofil€, how
often do you

ALSO watchTv
or a DVD or listen
to the radio,a CD,

or a tape at the
same time?

LOCAL PHONE
SURVEY
July-Aug.2003

use. But that tended to be sdersive use by a smaller group. Jtst 16.7 percmt of
all radio listeners listened at worlc On the other hand, 31.9 percent of all music
listeners listened atwork (notethat listeningto music onthe radio frlls under
radio tse and is not includd in the music category). All told, 25.7 percent of
thetotal sample either listenedtothe radio or music orbothwhile atwork.

[r the diary study, 13.8 percent of those who listened to ttre radio did so at
work-producng?7.6 percent of the total radio listening time. A much
more modest 10.2 percent of music listeners listened to music atwork-
accounting for 15.9 percent of all music listening. Overall, 12 percent of the
diarykeepers either listened to the radio or mtrsic or bothwhile atwork.

Almost tlree-quarters (74.3 percent) of the observation study participants

Almost always

PAPPER NATIONAL
PHONE SURVEY
Jan.-Feb.2003
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Table 18

Q: When You're at Work, How Often Do You ALSO Watch TV?

TOCAL PHOl,lE

SURVEY

July-Aug,2003

Total all surveyed

0.70/o

1.2

3.2

4.7

4s.6

M.4

1,90/o

1.2

5.3

5.9

45.5

0.2

40.0

TOCAL PHOilE
SURVEY PAPPER NATIONAL

JulpAus.2003 PHOIIE SURVEY
Of those who work Jan.-Feh2003

outside home Totalall surveyed

PAPPER T,IATIONAL

PHOTIIE SURVEY
Jan.-Feb,2003

Of those who work
outside home

3,10/a

2.4

8.8

9.9

76.4

0.2

NA

Almost always

Frequently

Sometimes

Seldom

Never or almost never

Don't know/refused

Don't work outside home

Almost always

Frequently

Sometimes

Seldom

Never or almost never

Don't know

Don't work outside home

1.34/a

2,2

5.8

8.5

82.1

NA

listened to the radio in a car (Table 20). That was 89.3 percent of those who
listened to radio anywhere. Overall, 32.2 percentof all radio listening took
place in the car. Music also scored high, with 53.2 percent of the people who
listened to music doing so at some point in a car. Overall, 23.4 percent of
music listening took place in the car, including 69.8 percent of all cassette

use. A total of 82.2 percent of the participants either listened to the radio or
music or bothwhile in a car. Non-listeners in the phone survey are corsis-
tent with the observed group. While 8.2 percent of the local telephone sur-
veysample and 8.4 percent ofthe nationalphone sample saythey never or
almost never listen to radio or music in the car, 10.7 percerrt of those
observed didn't listen to radio or music while in a car.

Lrterestingly, fewer people in the diaries reported tlnt they listened to the
radio in their car, although the total listening was about the same. Overall,

Table 19
Q: When at Work, How Often Do You ALSO Listen to the Radio or a CD
or a Tape? LOCAL PHOilE

TOCAL PHONE SURVEY
SURVEY July-Au9.2003

July-Aug.2003 0f those who work
Totalallsurveyed outside home

19.50/o

4.5

7,0

5"0

19.7

M,4

PAPPER TTIATIONAL
PAPPER NATIOI,IAL pHONE SURVEy

PHONE SURVEY Jan.-Feb.2oo3Jan.-Feb.2003 Of rhose who work
Totalall surveyed outside home

35.00/o

8.1

12.6

9.0

35.4

NA

14.9o/o

4.8

10.2

6.6

23.3

0.2

40,0

24.$a/o

8.0

17.1

1 1.1

39.0

0.1

NA
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8.ZVa

B.4o/o

Never or almost never

L#ilAL PH#Nf; SUffiVIY: *qe

1.1o/o

Don't know/refused

56.8 percent of all diary keepers and 78.2 percent of the diary keepers who lis-
tenedto the radio reported listening inthe car, and car radio listeningcame
to one-third (33.3 percent) of all radio use. More tlnn half (53.7 percent) of
those who listened to music did so in a car, adding up to 30.1 percent of all
mtsic listening. Overall, two-thirrds of the rcspondents (66.3 percent) used

media in the car, accounting for
9.4 percent of all media use. Even
though the arnount of use paral-
leled the observation study, the
significantly lower incidence sug-
gests the potential practical prob-
lem of noting radio listening in a
diary while driving. All told, 64.3

percent of the diary study partici-
pants either listened to the radio
or music or both while in a car.

While 8.2 percent of the local tele-
phone suYey sample and 8.4 per-
cent of the national phone sample
said they never or almost never lis-
ten to radio or music in the car,

21.8 percent ofthose keeping
diaries reported they didn't listen
to radio or music while in a car.

Table 21 deals with media use
'ht a friend's house or out at
night." This is not an exact parallel
with the 'bther" location (not
home, car or work) in the diary

Table 20
Q:When You Drive
in a Carl How Often
Do You ALSO Listen

to Radio, a CD, or a Tape
At the Same Time?

LOCAL PHONE
SURVEY
July-Aug.2003

PAPPER NATIONAL
PHONE SURVEY
Jan.-Feb.2003

and observation studies. Overall, 8.6 percent of all media use occurred in the
'bther" location - anything outside of home, car and work. That included 19.7

percent of all music listening, 17.6 percent of all "other media" use, 14.9 per-
cerrt of all radio listening, 10.9 percent of all reading, 5.7 percent of a1l Intemet
use, 5.2 percent of all computer use, 3.3 percerrt of all DVD andVCR use, 3 per-
cent of allTV and 3 percent of all phone use. lilhile 48.6 percent of the local
phone sample and 32.7 percent of the national phone sample say they never
or almost never trse media at a friend's house or out at night, only 9.9 percent
of those observed didnt use media in a location other than home, work or car.

Diaries, again, picked up about half the'bther" usage that observation
rccorrded. Overall, 20.3 percent of diary keepers recorded 4 percent of all
media use in locatiors other than home, car or work Top media: 27.1 percent
of "all otlrer media' use (theahical fflrn viewing, fax, etc), 1 1.9 percent of all
mwic listening, 8 percent of all video viewing, 4.3 percent of all radio listening,



3.2 pencent of all reading, and 2.7 percent of all TV watching. Computer and
Internetuse was virtually non-oristent in'bther" locatiors in the diarystudy.
While 48.6 percerrt of the local telephone survey sample and 32.7 percent of
tlre national phone sample say they never or almost never use media out at
nigfrt, 79.7 percent of those keeping diaries reported no use of media outside
of home, work and car.

Table?Z suggests the possibility that measuring ottt-of-home media use

may be particularly difficult. Telephone survey results (Table 21) bore little
resemblance to either diary or observation. Althougfi lo$c sap tlnt all the
numbers in Out-of-Flcme Media Use (Thble 22) should be at least generally

corsistent across the studies, that's not the case. The percentage of media tse
at home for diaryresponderrts is noticeablyhigher than for observation study
participants, while allnon-home locatiors oaept one (car) arc higherfonthe
latter. Wtrilewedonotarguetlntthisprorresthatdiariesmaybeinadequateto
capnue full media use outside of home, the fact that nine of 10 measuremerrts
go in the direction of that hypothe-
sis suggests that this rnay be a

problem.
Since out-of-home TV use is

not measured by Nielsen Media
Research, we took a special look
at that area. Based on diary keep-
ers, 13.4 percent of people watch
TV outside the home, although
that television viewing isjust 4.9

percent of allTV viewing.
Observation found a bigger dis-
crepancy. There, 26.l percent of
all those observed watched at
least some TV outside the home.
Among the observed group, view-
ing carne to 6.0 percent of the
total, When the one observed
student who lived in a dorm (also

uruneasured by Nielsen) is
added, TV use that would be

uruneasured by Nielsen came to
7.5 percent of TV total viewing-
or Z[minutes per day.

Radio use was surprisingly

MtDDLET0wN MEDTA sTUDtES tr

Table 21
Q:WhenYou Goto a

Friend's House, or Out
At Night, How

Often-While Doing
That-DoYou ALSO

Watch TV or a
DVD,Spend

Time on a Computer
or Listen to Radio, a

CD, or a Tape?

LOCAL PHONE
SURVEY
July-Aug.2003

ffie.$
9.3

Almost always

7.2

Freq uently

Sometimes

Never or almost never

LOCAL PHONE SURVIY:0Y*

1,40/o

Don't know/refused PAPPER NATIONAL
PHONE SURVEY
Jan.-Feb.2003

evenly-distributed. Based on obsenaflon, listening in the car (32.2 percent)
just edged out listening at home (30.2 percerrt). But listening atwork (22.7 pr-
cent) and even listening in ottler locations (14.9 percent) werc major contribu-
tors to total trse. Diaries painted a slightly different picture. With diaries, home
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Table 22
Daily lncidence of Use and Amount Of
Use (in percent) of Out-of-Home Media
by Research Method - Diary and
Observation

N PER.ENT oF N oJffrTIJrt
DIARY

Total

Home use

All non-home use

Car use

Work use

Other use

I non-home use

Car use

Work use

Other use

359

352

266

238

101

73

101

101

91

83

47

61

NA NA

98,10/a 7290/a

7 4,1 26,9

66,3 9,4

28.1 13.4

20.3 4.0

listening (34.7 percent) edged out listening in the car (33.3 percenfl and at work
(27.6 percerrt). Diary keepers noted only 4.3 percent of radio listening in other
locatiors. Perhapsradio'subiquitymaynotregisterasstronglyoutsideamore
controlled media environment.

Car cell phone use was high both as

reported in diaries and observed.

Diaries were slightly higher, with 53.5

percent of diary keepers reporting
car cell phone use for a total af 24.7

percent of all cell phone minutes. In
observati0n, 44.2 percent of cell
phone users used their phone in the
car for a total of 23.7 percent of all
cell phone use. We speculate that the
lower amount of in-car cell phone
use recorded in the observation
study may be evidence of drivers
being less willing to place or accept
cell phone calls in the presence of an
observer.

Media Use,
Ageand Gender

Recent claims about young men
abandoningTV viewing in favor of
game bones, video and Intemet use

have heigltened indusuy concems
about media use differences based on

the key demographic variables of age and gender"

Only two media show signiftcant differences by gender in both diary and
observation studies. Women spend more time on the telephone than men.
The ratio of total time spent, by gender, was almost?:L in observation and
more than Z:l wtdiaries. Cell phone use by women was nearly three times
that of men in the diary study, Conversely, men won the game box war. We

observed no women spending time with a game box. Men had a2.5:1 edge
in time spent using game boxes in the diary study.

In the observation study, women, on average, spent more than three
times as long with magazines as men and more than twice as long as men
with postal mail.

Inthe diaqy study, men spent more than twice as long on the krtemet as

women andjust over 50 percent more time \nrith newspapers than did womm.
For nevr/spapers, the observation shrdy produced a conflicting result, wittt
women actually spending sligttly more time with the neu/spaper than did men.

NA

I00,0

90.1

82.2

46.5

60.4

NA

66,0

34.0

8.0

17.3

8.6
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Therc were no significant differences by gender in minutes spent with tel-
evision, radio, computeruse, video, music, orbooks.

We divided the sample into two age groups: 18 - 34 years old and 35 years

old and older. Four media show signiftcant difference by age in both diary
and observation studies.

On the younger side: In both studies, the younger group listened to three
times as much music as the older group. The younger goup also spent
almost thrce times as many minutes using cell phones.

On the olderside: Time spentwith newspapers skewed older in both
studies: 2.5:1 inthe observed group and morethan 3:1 inthe diaries. Lr
both diary and observation studies, the older group watched about 38 per-
cent more television than the younger group. Even so, television dominated
media corsumption for both groups. For the older group, TV viewing was

three timm as long as the second biggest media activity. For the younger
goup, the margin was still more than twice as much time. Wrile young
menwatchedTV a little less thanyoungwomen, the dlfferencewas not sta-
tistically significant with any of the studies.

In the observation study, the older group spent more time with postal
mail (5:1 over younger), the telephone (50 percent more trse by the older
gfoup), and radio, (where the older group listened to about 20 minutes morc
radio per day). The younger group had a 2:1 edge in video use and pro-
duced all of the game box activity.

:

Table 23
i, GenderDitreiencesin lneaia use tminutpelt' " l'-;'.' :','

MEDIUM

lnternet

Newspaper

Telephone

Game box

Cell Phone

MEDIUM

Telephone

Game box

Magazine

Postal Mail

DIARY STUDY

MAIE (n=108) FEMATE (n=250)

MEAN MINUTES MEAN MII.IUTES

38.4 17,0

35.3 21.3

12.3 27.2

9.8 3.3

3.0 8.3

OBSERVATION STU

MALE (n=40) FEMATE (n=61)

MEAN MINUTES iNEAiI I,IINUTES

t

t(l42) = 2,37 ,P = .0212

(163) = 3.1 2,P =.0022

t(341) = 3.1 2,P =.0022
(145) =1.95,P=.0532
t(345) =2.7A,P=.0072

DY

t

(99) =2,25,?=.A27
(39) = 2.30, P=,A272
(79) =2.76,P=.0072
(98) = 2j7 ,P = .0202

33.8

30.98

5.6

4.2

54.0

0

19.3

9.1

1- Analysis is weighted by age.
' Equalvariances not assumed.
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In the diary study, the younger group spent four times as many minutes in
instant messaging use and nearly 50 percent more time on the Internet. That
[rtemet edge created asigniffcant diffenence foryoungerpeople intotal com-
puter use, but that wouldn't have been the case without the hetemet differ-
ence. Total reading skewed older in the diary study, but if the newspaper use
hadnt skewed so much older (more ttnn 3:1 in time sperrt) then the age dif-
ference in total reading would not have been signiftcant, either.

Of the most used media, only magazines and books shornrcd no signiff-
cant differences byage in the diaryor observation study.

The telephone survey revealed only one stgnificant age-based difference:
members of the older group were less like$to report beinga computeruser
(X'(2)=21.3,p < .001).

Table 24
Age Differences in Media Use (minutesll

DIARY STUDY

18-34 (n=91) 35 & OLDER (n=268)

MEAI.I MINUTES MEAN MINUTES
MEDIUTt,I

Television

Computerr

0nlinea

Readings

MusiC

Newspaper

lnst. Msg.

Cell Phone

MEDIUM

Television

Radio

Music

VideoT

Telephone

Game box

Newspaper

Cell phone

Postal mail

OBSERVATION STUDY

18-34 (n=39) 35 & OTDEB (n=52)
MEAH MINUTES MEAN MINUTES

255,7 354,2

108.8 35.1

76.A 31.8

33.3 52.7

3r.6 0

8.1 213

12.5 4.6

1.9 9.6

f

T(206) =3.69P<.0012
T(357) =4.00,P=.049
T{127lr=1.91,P=.0582

T(250) =4.98,p<.0012
T(122) =3,94,p <.0012

T(292) = 7,30, P < .0012

T(1 24) = 1.94,P = -0552

T(139) =2.73,P =.0072

t

T(99) =4.23,p<,001
T(99) =0,69,P<.001
T(99) =3.64,p < .0012

T(99) = 2,A7 ,P = ,0412

T(65) =2.22,P=.030?
T(61)=3.00,P=.0042

T(54) =2,35,P =.0232

T(89) =2.81,P=.0062
T(41)= 3.46, P =.0012

225.3

1A4,7

7 4,4

32,7

s3.25

10.8

20.6

1 1.0

312.3

71.7

47,0

64"8

17.5

34.8

4.75

3.8

I Analysis is not weighted.
Equal varionces nof assumed.
lncludes allforms of computer use.
lncludes Web browsing, emoil and instant messaging.
lncludes baaks, magozines and newspaper*
lncludes CD ond casseffe;does not include radio listening.
lncludesVHS and DVD.

3

4

5

6

7
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lmpllcatlons & Dls(usslon
Finding #1

Media use appears to be a lot more externive than people think. In
essentially every case, measured media use exceeded perceived media use-
sometimes by huge margirs. Diaries picked up more usage, but still well
below what was observed.

Finding #2
Media use appears to be far more compls than people think. Telephone

survey research on amount of media use was ortremely urneliable in almost
all cases (Table 5), and telephone survey research on media mr.rltitasking
wasjust as unreliable. While there is clearly a value to survey research, it
appears that people are simplynot ableto tellhow muchtime theyspend
with most media or to what e:fient they use mtrltiple media- While the data
from the diary study is much closer to tlrat produced by observation, it pales
in depthand texhre compared to observation.

Finding #3
People in phone research appear unable to do a consistently good job

identiffing whether they even use a $ven medium, and they appear to have
little concept of how much they use it. Fhone research appears fi.rlly capable
of determining whether people possess various technologr, but even the
simple task of determiningwhether they used a particular medium appears
suspect. It's also possible that people have a tendencyto answer a use ques-
tion positively if they believe they "usually" engage in that use.

Finding #4
People either do a far betterjob identiffing their use of printed media

than their trse of broadcast media and computers ... or theyre sociolo$cally
conditioned to underestimate their use of broadcast media and computers.

Finding #5
There appears to be a lot more extensive simultaneous multiple media

use than people realize. Diary keepers noted simultaneous multiple-media
use but observation puts the figure at twice as large a portion of the media
day. Although the phone data involves a dif;ferent and non-parallel ques-
tion, the discrepancies make clear that there is more simultaneous multiple
media usage than people recall or report.
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Finding #6
Simtiltaneous multiple media use appears not to be what we keep read-

ing about.
Our results suggest that the multitasking of TV and comptrter and com-

puter and other media are one-way streets. Based on observatioil, when
people are watching television as their primary use, that's what they're

doing. Overwhekningly, they re not reading, and they re not on the comput-
er.

Finding #7
There is significant media use at work. This use is traditionally urunea-

sured inthe case ofTV and probablyunder-measured for other media.
More ttnn half of all non-hrtemet computer use takes place at work. More
than a third of all Intemet use takes place at work. Email use at work varies

more by research method.

Finding #8
There is also signiftcant media use that's outside of home and work, and

there appear to be special difficulties in tracking that usage.

Finding #9
Therc are a few signiffcant differences in media use based on gender.

Among the few difrerences: women spend more time on the phone (in diary
and observation results) and with magazines and postal mail (observation

restrlts only); men spend more time with game boxes (diary and observation

resuls) and on the Internet and reading newspapers (observation results

only).

Finding #10
There are extensive differences in media use based on age. The differ-

ences vary according to research method, but four media are consistent
across diary and observation study results. Older participants watched
moreTV and sperrt more time reading newspapers than didyounger partici-
pants. The younger groups in both studies spent considerably more time
listeningto music and using cell phones.
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Research questions
1.To what extent do people necognize, recall and identify their

own media behavior?
Beyond telling people what media they possess and, perhaps, how they

feel about the media, phone surveys appear to ofrer little reliable data about
whether someone used a given medium (except newspapers) and how
much time they spent with it.

2. Can we identify a more accurate picture of how, when
and where pople use what media?

People use the media far more ttran they apparently realize they do, and
that media use takes place almost everywhere.

3.Can ue identifitheocentof simultaneous multiple media use?
People spend almost a quarter oftheir media daywithtwo or more

media, and much of ttnt mulUple use appears to go unnoticed by the peo-
ple who do it. It is clear some people engage in more multitasking than oth-
ers, and certain media are more prone toward being part of multitasking
than others..Understanding primary and secondary usage appears critical
to understanding tnrly what is taking place in a multitasked environment.

4. Can we identify the relative merits of differing techniques
in measuring media use?

Phone surveys appear to have almost no merit in determining amount or
complexity (multitasking) of media use. Diary rcsearch is clearly far better,
but it silll understates usage and appears to have problems with short-dura-
tion, in-and-out, and out-of home usage.

Limitations
It is, of course, traditional to conclude research reports with cautionary

notes about the limitations and weaknesses of the research. Two types of
limitations are corrunonly identifted: those specific to the choice of method
(e.9., "this lab study using college sophomores may lack generalizability")
and those specific to the application of the method to the study at hand
(e.9,, "the low response rate suggests results should be generaltzedwith cau-
tion').

The first type of limitation is a central theme of this research project limi-
tatiors inhere in each method of media e4posure inventory or audience
measurement. All researctr methods are subject to constraints and biases;
the salience and severity of those limitations depend upon the purpose of
the research. Survey research is inexpersive, flexible, and a reasonable
measure of perceptions of use; hourever, it appears to be a flawed tool for
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The three

Middletown

Media

Studies

remind us

that all

research is

compromise,

but this does

not mean

that all

research is

compromised,

assessing time spent in media use or for capturing the rictrress of media
multitasking. Diary-based self-reports are ine4persive and familiar but may
produce data ofwidely varying quality, fail to capture elements of media
multitasklng, and under-represent sevenal types of media. Systematic obser-
vationprovides rich data but is extremely expensive and may disrupt nor-
mal pattems of media use. The tlree Middletourn Media Studies remind us
that all researchls compromlse, but this does not mean that a[ research is

The limitations of a study are a fi.mction of the shengths and
weaknesses of the methods used and of the quality of the execution of those
methods. WeVe discussed at length the relative strengtts and weaknesses of
our methods;well now briefly note firther limitatiors rooted inexecution
of the studies.

One limitation applies to all ttnee studies: The research was conducted in
mid-to-late sunmer; in the Midwest, this is when outdoor activities com-
pete most successfirlly for a share of people's day. It is possible ttnt similar
research in mid-winterwould produce highen measures of use for many
media, as winter sports are not a mqior draw in the Middletorrn area.

The telephone survey provides the fewest obvious limitations. The bulk
of the questions were adapted from previously published national research,

and the survey itself was performed by a qualifted professional firm.
Nevertheless, some problems were encountered. We designed the tele-
phone surveyffrst dueto our desire to compare ourresults with prior
national ftndingp. The diary and observation studies were then designed to
produce data that could be compared to the telephone survey rcsults. This
alignment sometimes proved difficult due to differentforms of measure-
ment used in the three methods. Perhaps more importantly, the choice to
use existing questiors restricted our ability to reffne those questiors and
tended, as a set of "blinders," to prevent us from exploring other questiors.
A ffnal problem wzrs crmted when a technical faihre resulted in a large

number of "no resporse' entrles for survey questions 51 and 53 (Appendix

A; not arnlyzed in this report).
The diary study asks the media tser to serve as rcsearch partner; it is sub-

ject to the vagaris of motivation, distraction, and differential ability to be
expected in a set of 359 data collectors. The corsequences of this weakness
were evident in the wide range of nurnber of entries and the absence of
requested media (such as telephone use) from marry diaries. Aside from this
inherentweakness, the diary study is limited bythelow resporserate for
one-day diaries. The distinction between a $20 honorarium and a $50 hon-
orarium makes a difference, at least among our sample. One-day diaries
sufhred a low resporse rate (17 percent) while the supposedly more
demanding one-week diaries achieved a surprisingly high resporse rate (73

percent). On the other hand, fewer people aged to participate in a one-

weekdiarytobeginwith.
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It is atruism among social scientists thatyou cannot closely observe
social behavior without changing it in some way. Observational ffeld studies
face the charge that the presence of an observer, however minimized, alters
media use. We note, for example, that not one of our observers reported any
viewing of pomography in any medium (of course, this may be attributable
to clean Midwestem living). Otn observation study is, however, subject to
some frrther limitatiors. First, the sample is non-random and relatively
small (althougfr it did produce approximately 1600 hours of observation).
Second, the design of the study required 202 observation sessiors;the large

number of observers used (n=37) made systematic assessment of inter-rater
reliability impractical given time and resource constraints. Otrr concem over
this issue is tempered bythe factthat observerswene not asked to make
complex, subjective judgments; rather, they were resporsible for judging
tlntthe participantwas e4posed to amedium.

Directions for future research
Our compar'rson of three studies of Middletourn's media use has focused

largely on the overall temporal economy of media use, i.e., "Horr much of
what media?" A number of promising potential analyses which could be
performed on the data from these studies remain as yet unorplorcd. Some
of these are demographic questions; for example, the authors have yet to
explore possible associatiors between media use pattems and education or
income, or demographic or behavioral differences between "high use" and
"low use" media users. Other possibitties are temporal questiors; for oram-
ple, the relationship of time of day to type and duration of media use, the
relative duration of single and mtrltitasked media use episodes, and the
sequencing of media use episodes over the course of a day.

The three studies provide complor, overlapping and sometimes conflict-
ing views of the media time budgets of Middletown's citizers. The studies
provide a touchstone agairst which we can compare results from future
studies which improve upon the execution of the methods used here. That
sametouchstone mayhelp ts understand howmedia use changes in
Middletourn and elsewhere as audiences fragment and media choices
expand further, broadband access becomes increasingly commonplace, and
new tectrrologies enter the media mix.

We note,

for example,

that not

one of our

observers

reported

any

viewing of

pornography

in any

medium

(of course,

this may be

attributable

to clean

Midwestern

living).
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l.Telephone survey questions were adopted from various questionnaires by the
Pew Research Center ForThe People &The Press. The Center bears no responsi-

bility for the questions as used here, the interpretations presented or conclu-

sions reached based on analysis of the data.

2.To correct for discrepancies between the sample data and Census data, the
sample diary and observation study data were weighted for age.

3. Because the telephone survey data for amount of time spent in media activi-

ty was recorded by time increments, those nominal data had to be converted to
estimated numerical values in order to compare the results with the other stud-
ies. ln all cases, the time range was converted to its middle value for the calcula-

tion (for example,"under 15 minutes"was assigned a value of eight minutes).

The highest range was assigned an additional 30 minutes (for example,"A or
more hours"was assigned a value of 270 minutes). Note that the key to the
apparent underestimation of time spent with media, especially radio and televi-

sion, involves the extremely high "did not watch"and'Uid not listen" responses.

Even if we assign the highest possible value to each time range other than the
open-ended highest range (for example,"l-2 hours"as having a value of 1 19

minutes),average radio listening only increases by 15 minutes and averageTV

viewing by just 21 minutes.
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Appendlx A
Hello,lam _ calling people in the Muncie area for a special Ball State Unlverslty research proJ-

ect on the medla. We are conductlng a telephone oplnion survey,l'd llke to ask a fuw questions of
the youngest male, 18 years of age or older, who ls now at home. [lF NO MALE ASK: May I please

speak wlth the oldest female, 18 years of age or older, who is now at home?l

DI. ENTER RESFONDENT'S sEX: Qsa.l{ow we'rc inter€st€d ln how often
40.6% Male peoplc watch local TV nemcasts hosted by
59.4 Female news anchors ln Indiana. Do you happen to

watch local TV news prcgrams regulady, or
D2.Doyou llvc in Delawarc County? not?

100.0% Yes 67.8% Yes

No-IFNQDISCONTINUEINTERVIEW 31.9 No
O.2 Don't know/Refused

Ql. lfyou heard that there had been a
major terrorlst attack on a large U.S. clty, INTERVIEWER NOTE: FOR THE NHCI SERIES OF

wheru would you go FIRST for morc infor- QUESTIONi PLEASE DETERMINE WHAT DAY OF

matlon about thie, or wouldn't you be lnten THE WEEK lT 15. lF THE DAY OF THE WEEK lS

estcd ln getting more lnformation? (ACCEPT SUNDAY PLEASE READ "FRIDAY." lF THE DAY OF

MULTIPLE RESPO}ISES.) THE WEEK IS NOT SUNDAY READ 'YESTERDAY.'

73,6% Televlsion
9.2 Radlo Q6. Did you hapPen to get a chance to read
7.o lnterneVOnllne a daily ncwspaper yestetday, or not?
O,7 Newspaper/Magazine 43.9% Yes

4.0 Mlscellaneous 55.4 No
2.7 NoneAl/ouldnt want morc infurnatlon O.7 Not sure/refused
2.7 Don't know/Refused

IF NYES,"ASK:

Q2. Do you happen to read any dally news- Q7. About how much time did you cpend
paper or newspaper rcgularly or not? readlng a daily newspaPer yesteday? (DO

58.9% Yes NOT READ)
41.1 No 10.796 24.4% Lessthan 15 min,

12.5 28.4 15-29 mln.

Q3.DoyouhappentowatchanyTVnews 14.5 33.0 30-59min.
programsr€gularlyornot? 5.7 13,1 I hourormore

73.3% Yes o.2 0.6 Don't know how much

26.4 No A.2 0.6 Don't knoMRefused
0.2 Don't Know

Q8. Did rou happen to watchTHE NEWS OR

Q4. Do you happen to llsten to ncws on the A NEWS PROGRAiI on television yesterday,
radio regularly,ornot? ornot?

42.1% Yes 56.4% Yes

57.6 No 42.6 No
0.2 Don't Know 1.o Not sure/refused

Q5. We're interested ln how often people lF "YES," ASIC
watchthemaJorTVnetrvorkevening ncws Qg.Abouthowmuchdmedidyouspend
programs by thls we mean ABC World News watching ttre news or any newi program3
TonlghtwithPeterJennlngs,CBSEvening onTVyesterday?(DO!{OTREAD)
l{ews with Dan Rather, and IBC Nighdy 4.2% 7.5% Less than l5 min.
ilews wlth Tom Erokaw. Do you happen to 7 .2 12.8 15-29 mln.
watdrTV evening nerrs programs rcgularly, 20.0 35.4 30-59 mln.
or not? 23.7 42.O t hour or more

46,9% Yes 0.5 O.4 Don't know how
52.9 No much/Refused

0,2 Don't know/Refused o.2 o,4 Did not watch
0.5 O,9 Don't know
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Q10. Apart from news, did you happen to
watch anything else on teleyision yesterday,
or not?

61.870 Yes

37.7 No
0.5 Not sure/refused

tF "YES," ASKI
Ql t. About how much time did you spend
watching TV yesterday, not including the
news? (DO NOT READ)

O.2o/o 0.4o/o Less than 15 min.

IF "YES," ASK:
Q15. About how much time did you spend
tistening to the radio yesterday, not includ-
ing the news? (DO NOT READ)

14.5o/o "19.6o/a A half hour or less
8.0 15.0 Thirty minutes or less

than one hour
1 1.0 2A.6 About an hour or more
5.0 9.3 More than one hour but

less than two hours
7 .5 14.0 Two hours to less than

three hours
3.0 5.6 Three hours to less than

four hours
8.0 15.0 Four hours or more
0.5 0.9 Don't know how

much/Refused

QI5. Did you happen to spend any time
yesterday reading magazines, or not?

19.070 Yes

80.5 No
0.5 Not sure/refused

IF YES, ASK:
Ql7,About how much time did you spend
reading magazines yesterday? (DO NOT
nEAD)

2.7o/o 14.5o/o

3.5 18.4

8.0 42.1

4.5 23.7

4.2 1.3

Less than 15 min.
'15-29 min.
30-59 min.
t hour or more
Did not read

Q18. Not including school or work related
books, did you happen to spend any time
reading a book yesterd ay, or not?

29.9o/o Yes
69.8 No
0,2 Don't knowlrefused

IF YES:

Q19. Was it a work of fiction or non-fiction?
'14.2o/a 47.5V0 Fiction
14.0 46.7 Non-fiction

Both
Don't know

IF "YES'' ASK:
Q20. About how much time did you spend
reading books yesterday? (DO NOT READ)

1.2o/o 4.2o/o Less than l5 min.
3.5 11.7 15-29 min.
6.0 20.0 30-59 min.
19.2 64.2 t hour or more

15 minutes to 30 minutes
Thirty minutes or less
than one hour

13.0 21.0 About an hour or more
5.0 8.1 More than one hour but

less than two hours
15.2 24.6 Two hours to less than

three hours
1 1.5 18.5 Three hours to less than

four hours

3.0 4.8
2.7 4.4

10.0 16.1

0.7 '1.2

0.5 0.8

0.2 0.9

4.2 0.9

Four hours or more
Don't know how
much/Refused
Don't know

Don't know how
much/Refused
Didn't Listen

Q12, Did you happen to spend any time yes-
terday listening to any news on the radio, or
not?

28.9Y0 Yes

69.6 No
1.5 Not surelrefused

lF YES, ASK:
Q13. About how much time did you spend
listening to any news on the radio yester-
day? (DO NOT READ)

7.5o/o 25.9o/a Less than l5 min.
6.5 22.4 15-29 min.
6.2 2'1.6 30-59 min.
8.2 28.4 t hour or more

Q14. Apart from news, did you happen to
listen to anything else on the radio yester-
day, or not?

53.49o Yes

46.1 No
0.5 Not sure/refused

1.2 4.2

0.5 "1.7



Q21. Do you use a computer at work, school,
home, or anywhere else on at least an occa-
sional basis?

66.8Y0 Yes

32.9 No
0.2 Don't Know/Refused

Q22. Do you have a computer in your home?
(tF NO,GOTO Q25)

66.30/o Yes

33.4 No
A.2 Not sure/refused

Q23, About how much time did you happen
to spend using a personal computer at
home yesterday? (DO NOT READ)

4.Ao/o 6.A0/o Less than 15 min.
4.2 6.4 15-29 min.
8.5 '12.8 30-59 min.
21.4 32.3 t hour or more
27.7 41.7 Did not use
0.5 0.8 Don't know

Q24. How many computers do you have at
home?

46.9Vo 70,7o/o One
14.0 2'.1.1 Two
3.0 4.5 Three
1.0 1.5 Four
1.0 1.5 Five or more
0.5 0.8 Don't know/Refused

Q25. Do you ever go online -- to access the
lnternet or World Wide Web or use email?

61.3Y0 Yes

38.4 No - GO TO Q43
0.2 Don't knoMrefused

lF "YES" (GOES ONLTNE) ASK:

Q26. How frequently do you go online to
get NEWS? Would you say every day,3 to 5
days per week, 1 or 2 days per week, once
every few weeks, or less often?

16.20/o 26.4a/o Every day
8.7 14.2 3-5 days per week
11.2 18.3 1-2 days per week
5,2 8.5 Once every few weeks
10.5 17 ."1 Less often
9.5 15.4 No/Never (VOL.)

Qz7.What time of day do you usually go
online? (READ RESPONSES)

15.Aa/o 24.4o/a During the morning
9.0 14.6 During the day
8.0 13.0 Around dinnertime
17,O 27.6 Late at night
8.7 142 Onlineallda,ytOO NOTffiAD)

MIDDLETOWN MEDIA STUDIEs I O,|"
Q28. Did you happen to go online yester-
day, or not?

33.4o/o 54.5Vo Yes

27.7 45.1 No
O.2 A.4 Not sure/Refused

IF YES, ASK;

Q29. From where did you go online... homg
work, school, or some combination of these?
(CHECK ALLTHAT APPLY)

29.40/o 88.1Yo Yes, home
(INTERVIEWER: home business/work at home would go here)

3.7 11.2 Yes, work
0.2 a.7

lF YES, ASK:

Yes, other locations

Q3O. About how much time did you spend
online yesterday? (DO NOT READ)

3.5o/o 'lO. Vo Less than 15 min.
5.0 14.9 15-29 min.
7.A 2O.9 30-59 min.
17.7 53.0 t hour or more
0.2 0.7 Don't know how

much/Refused

tF YES, ASK:

Q3l.When did you first start going online,
was it within the last 6 months, a year ago,
two or three yeans ago, or more than three
yeanr ago?

3,5V0 5.7a/o Within last 6 months
3.2 5.3 1 year ago
15.7 25.6 2-3 years ago
38.7 63.0 More than 3 years ago
0.2 A.4 Don't knoWRefused

Q32. Some people go online for work-relat-
ed activities, some do it for pleasure, and for
others it's some of each. How about you... all
work, all pleasure, or a mix?

3.2V0 5.3a/o All work -- GO TO Q34.
18.0 29.3 All pleasure -- GO TO Q34.
39.9 6s.0 Mix -- GO TO Q33.
0.2 0.4 Don't know/Refused -

GO TO Q34.

BASED ON RESPONDENTS

WHO ANSWERED'MIX':
Q33. How would you describe the mix...
mostly work, mostly pleasure, or about half-
and-half?

18.870 Mostly work
35.0 Mostly pleasure
46.3 Half and half

Q34. Do you ever send or receive email or
electronic mail?

54.9o/o 89.4o/o Yes

6.5 10.6 No - GO TO Q43.

3.7 6.'l Don't know/Refused
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lF YES, ASKI

Q35. ls this everyday, 3 to 5 days per week, 1

or 2 days per week, once every few rreeks,
or less often?)

24.4o/a 44.5Va Everyday
12"2 22.3 3-5 days per week
10.7 19.5 1-2 days per week
5.0 9.1 Once every few weeks
2.5 4.5 Less often

BASED ON THOSE WHO U$H TMAIL;
Q36, How often do you check your email?

13.Ao/o 23.6Va More than once a day
18.0 32.7 Everyday
10.5 19.1 3-5 days per week
8.0 14.5 1-2 days per week
5.5 10.0 Less often

Q37. Did you send or receive any email yes-
terday? (lF YESI lE that sent or received?)

2.0ola 3.6Va Yes, sent
9.2 16.8 Yes, received
19.0 34.5 Yes, both
23"9 43.6 No
4.7 1.4 Don't know/Refused

BASED ON EMAIL USER5
WHO SENT EMAIL YESTERDAY:

Q38. About how many messages did you
send yesterday?

3.5o/o '16.70/o

3.2 15.5

4.7 22.6
2.5 1 1.9

2.5 1 1.9

2.7 13.1

1.5 7.',1

0.2 '1,2

BA$ED ON EMAIL USERS
WHO RECEIVED EMAIL YESTERDAY:

Q39. About how many email me$sages did
you receive yesterday?

0.7ola 2"7o/a Zera
00One
2.2 8"0 Two
3"2 1 1.5 Three
2.0 7.1 Four
5.2 18.6 Five to Nine
5"0 17.7 Ten to Nineteen
3.5 12.4 Twenty to Twenty-nine
6.0 21.2 Thirty or more
0"2 0.9 Don't know/Refused

NOW I'D LIKETO ASKYOU SOME MORE

QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT YOU DO I'I'HEN
YOU GO ONLINE ...

Q40.When you go online would you say you
are usually looking for specific information
or rimply browsing?

34.9o/a 63.6a/a Looking for specific
information
Browsing
Someof both (VOLUNffiRY)

Don't know/Refused

Q41. Do you happen to know the speed of the
modem that allows you to go online? ls itr

25.7o/s 46.8a/o 56-K dial-up or less

11.2 20"5 cable modem
D5L
orher (SPECIFY)

12.7 23"2 Don't knowlRefused

BASED ON THOSE WHO HAVE A MODEM:

Q42. How satisfied are you with the speed
of your modem... uvould you say you're very
satisfied, somewhat satisfie4 not too satis-
fied, or not at all satisfied?

17.AVo 4}"2o/o Very satisfied
18.0 42,6 Somewhat satisfied

Not too satisfied
Not at all satisfied

Q43. Do you currently live in an area where
you could get Cahle TV if you rranted it?

91.070 ths
8.2 No
0.7 Don't know/Refused

IF YES:

Q44. Do you currently rubscribe to Cable TV?
63.1a10 69.370 Yes

27.7 30.4 No
0.2 0.3 No cable access

Q45. Do you curently subscribe to a satel-
lite television service such as DirecTV or the
Dirh Network?

22.2o/o Yes
77.6 No
A.2 Don't knoMRefused

Q46. Oo you happen to have {READ;
ROTAffE), or not? How about...
a. A cell phone

55.9Y0 Yes

43,9 No

0.2 Don't knowlRefused
h. A pager

8,2o/o Yes

91.3 No
0"5 Don't knowlRefused

c. A CD player
87.870 Yes

12.0 No
A.2 Don't know/Hefused

7.7 14.1

11.7 21.4

0.5 0.9

4.2 7.7
1.0 1.8

4.0 9.5

3.2 7.7

One
Two
Three
Four
Five to Nine
Ten to Nineteen
Twenty or more
Don't know/Refused



d. A satellite dish
2'l2Va Yes

78.6 No
0,2 Don't knoMRefused

e. A DVD player
62.30lo Yes

37.4 No
0.2 Don't know/Refused

f. A palm pilot or other similar product
9.5V0 Yes

89.3 No
1.2 Don't knoMRefused

g. A smartTV product likeTiVo or ReplayTV
2.5a/o Yes

96.5 No
1.0 Don't knoMRefused

type of news, or not?
64.89o Yes

34.9 No
A.2 Don't know/Refused

IF YES:

Q48.ls your morning news mainly from tele-
vision, the newspaper, radio or the lnternet?
(ACCEPT MU LTTPLE RESPONSES.)

42.60/o 65.80/o Television
10.5 16,2 Newspaper
10.0 15.4 Radio
1.7 2.7 lnternet

Q49. Again, thinking about a typical week-
day, do you normally rea4 watch, or listen
to the news during the cource of the day, or
not?

71.87o Yes

27.7 No
0.5 Don't knoWRefused

Q50.ls that news mainly fiom television, the
newspap€r, radio or the lnternet? (ACCEPT

MULTIPLE RESPONSES.)
50.9o/o 70.8o/o Television
6.5 9.0 Newspaper
9.5 13.2 Radio
4.2 5.9 lnternet
4.7 1.0 Don't knoWRefused

Q51. An4 on a typical weekday, do you nor-
mally read, watch or listen to the news
around the dinner hour, or not?

51.4olo Yes

48.3 No
0.3 Don't know/Refused

MULTIPLE RESPONSES.)

43.4o/o 92.1a/a Television
1.2 2.6

1.0 2.1

1.2 2.6

0.2 0.5

Newspaper
Radio
lnternet
Don't know/Refused

Q55. Generally speaking, which is more
common for you: At first, do you just decide
to watch TV and then flip channels to see
what is on, or do you tune in to see a specif-
ic program that you know is on at a set
time? (lF BO[H, PROBE: But which would
you say you do most often?)

27.7o/o Just watch TV flip around
54.4 Tune in for specific program
15.0 Both
3.0 Don't knoMRefused

Q55. Are you more the kind of percon who
watches or listens to the news at regular
times, or are you more the kind of person
who checks in on the news from time to
time?

49.60/o Watch/listen at regular times
48.4 Checks in from time to time
2.O Don't know/Refused

IF RESPONDENT DOES NOT GET NEWS AT
REGULARTIMES, ASK:

Q57,When you're checking in on the news,
what source do you typically use MOST?

TREAD]
18.5olo 36.6o/a Network TV news
2A.9 41.6 Local TV news
2.5 5.0 Radio OR

5.5 10.9 The lnternet
1.5 3.0 Other IVOL- DO NOTREADI

0.2 0.5 Don't knoWRefused
0.2 0.5 Neither IVOLI
1.0 2.0 Don't knoMRefused

0.2 0.7
1.0 2.7

0.2 a.7

Newspaper
Radio
lnternet

Q53. On a typical weekday, do you normally
read, watch or listen to the news late in the
evening or not?

65.69o Yes

33.7 No
0.7 Don't know/Refused

IF YES

Q4T.Thinking about a typlcal w€€kday, do Q54. ls that neu5 mainly from televisio& the
you normally start your momlng wlth some newspaper, radio or the lntemet? (ACCEPT

MIDDLETOWN MEDIA sTUDIEs I Og
I

IF YES :

Q52, ls that news mainly from television, the
newspap€r, radio or the lnternet? (ACCEPT

MULTTPLE RESPONSES.)

35.4Ya 95.9V0 Television
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Qs8.Would you iay you get more of your
news from online fources, or from tradition-
al sources such ag TV neurs, newspaP€ffi, and
magazines?

1'1"}o/a More online
85.0 More traditional print and broadcast
3"0 Equal (VOL)

1.0 Don't Know/Refused

Qsg,When you read at home, how often do
you ALSO watch TV or a DVD or lirten to the
radio CD, or a tape at the same time?

1 1.57o Almost always
1 1.0 Frequently
19.2 Sometimes
17.5 Seldom
4A.9 Never or almost never

Q6O.When you watchTV at home, how
often do you ALSO read something at the
same time?

B.ZVo Almost always
10.2 Frequently
2A.2 Sometimes
20.2 Seldom
41.'l Never or almost never

Q6l.When you watchTV at home, how
often are you ALSO on the computer at the
same time?

5.5o/a Almost always
6.0 Frequently
8.7 Sometimes
1 1.0 Seldom
68.3 Never or almost never

Q62.When you're on the computer at home,
how often do you ALSO watch TV or a DVD

or ligten to the radio, a CD, or a tape at the
same time?

10.090 Almost always
8.7 Frequently
1 1.5 Sometimes
8.7 Seldom
61.1 Never or almost never

Q63. When you go to a friend's houre or out
at night, how often - while doing that .. do
you ALSO watch TV or a DVD, spend time on
a computer, or lirten to radio, a CD, or a
tape?

9.50/o Almost always
7 "2 Frequently
19.5 Sometimes
15.2 Seldom
48.6 Never or almoEt never

Q64.When you drive in a car, how often do
you ALSO listen to radio, a Cp, or a tape at
the same time?

71.3o/o Almost always
6J Frequently
8.2 Sometimes
5.5 Seldom
8"2 Never or almost never

Q65, Do you go to work outside the home?
55.6Y0 Yes

44.4 No

Q66" lf yes, when you're at worlc, houu often
do you also watch TV?

A.7Vo 1.3o/o Almost always
Frequently
Sometimes

1.2 2.2

3.2 5.8
4.7 8.5 Seldom
45.6 82.1 Never or almost never

Q67.lf yes, when at work, how often do you
also listen to the radio or a CD or a tape?

19.5o/a 35.0Y0 Almost always
4.5 8.1 Frequently
7.0 12.6 Sometimes
5.0 9.0 Seldom
'19.7 35.4 Never or almost never

Q68. lf yes, when at work, how often do you
also spend time on a computer doing NON
work*related activity?

0.5Yo A.VVa Almost always
2.5 4.5 FrequentlY
3.2 5.8 Sometimes
6"5 11 .7 Seldom
42,9 77.1 Never or almost never

Finally, just a few questions for classifica-
tions purposes.

D3. Genarally speaking, do you usually think
of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an
independent or romething else?

25.7Va Republican
26.4 Democrat
29.9 lndependent
8.0 Something else

5.2 Don't know
4"7 Refused

D4. Generally rpeaking, ds you usually
think of yourself as a liberal, conservative, a

moderate or somathing else?

17,Sa/o Liberal
30.9 Conservative
27.4 Moderate
13.0 Something else

8.0 Don't know
3.2 Refused
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D5. ln what year wene you born?
32.9o/a 18 - 34
18.2 35 - 44
17.4 45 - 54
11.0 55-64
209 65+

D6. What was the last grade of school you
completed?

2.5Va Grade school or less
8.5 Some high school
34.4 High school grad
24.2 Some college
20.2 College grad
9.7 Post graduate
0.5 Refused

D7. What is your race? Are you African
America, Asian American, Caucasian,
Hispanic/Latino, Native American, or some
other race?

6.Oo/a African American
1.2 Asian American
87,5 Caucasian

A.7 Hispanic/Latino
A.7 Native American
2.5 Other/Mixed race
1.2 Refused

D8. For classification purposes only, is the
total yearly income of all the members of
your family now living at home: $6OOO0 or
more, between $30,000 and $60,000 or is it
less than $30,000?

20.7o/o 560,000 or more
33.7 Between Sg0,00O and $60,000
29.4 Less than 530,000
4.2 Don't know
12.0 Refused
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he Middletown Media Study reveals a revolution in understanding
the most studied of hamlets, with significant epistemological and
ontological implications that call into question our way of knowing

and our way of being, our methods and our identities. In terms of episte-
molory, it is now clear that our most commontools for understanding
media use are flawed, and have consequently masked the scope, breadth,
and simultaneity of media use. [r terms of ontolory, it is becoming clear
that we dont knornr ourselves well, at least not in terms of our use of media.
The media seem to have become so ubiquitous as to be a part of our cen-
tral nervous system, and because that ubiquity is more corunon among
younger respondents, we should anticipate nothing less than media
omnipresence. Media are a revolving door in the lives of Middletor,vn
users, and our way of studying them revolves, too.

The study is an attempt to resolve an old problem. It is discouraging
that problemswith research methodolory have been so long recognized
but so seldom addressed. Papper, Holmes, and Popovich citeJack Hill
complaining about the inaccuracy of the media use diary twenty years

ago, and while FIIII's description of a'tomplex media environment" pre-
dates the Intemet by half a decade, it sounds contemporary (cited in
Papper, Holmes, and Popovich, forthcoming). The diary and phone survey
still dominate media research, yielding results with high validity and statis-
tical significance that nevertheless do not correspond to actual behavior.

Television, the authors' "800 pound gorilla," has always been a multi-
tasking medium in ways that a book or newspaper could never be. Eating
dinner and cleaning the home are two activities that have typically been
done alongside television use, resulting in such multitasking innovatiors
as "TV dinners" and "TV trays." The content of the television medium was
often designed with this in mind, so that the mqior plot points are fre-
quently recapped throughout a program. The new Middletown research
reveals that the simultaneous activity has additional media use rather than
a non-media activity. Media revolve around to become the background to
other media.

The Middletown Media Studyreveals behavior and asks questions con-
sistent with the postmodem condition. Two of the primary descriptors of
postmodemism are uncertainty ftIeisenberg, 1930) and incoherence and
pastiche (Jameson, 1986), and both apply to this study. Postmodem
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uncertairrty addresses two epistemological concerns. First is a collective
concern, how do we know what we know? In other words, how do we
agree as a culture to go about understanding our world, and how conff-
dent are we that our way of knowing corresponds to the way of others and
to something in common outside us? Second is an individual concern,
how do I knoru what I know? To what efient am I able to understand and
speak my ourn ideas and motivations within the limits of language and
intersubjective understanding? Postmodem pastiche addresses a more
ontological concem: how are our experiences of media texts and of our
environment cobbled together from distinct, contradictory nonlinear, and
incoherent bits of information, rather than from a singular, uniform, lin-
ear, and coherent experience? Taken to an extreme, to what extent am I
myself a single thing, rather than a series of shifting and negotiated mean-
ings?

Papper, Holmes, and Poporrich have revealed a great deal about both
the uncertainty and pastiche of media use. Clearly, we have traditionally
agreed upon a way of knowing howwe use the media that is not in align-
ment with observed behavior: we go about knowing ourselves in contra-
dictory incomplete, and inaccurate ways, as the strong differences in out-
comes of the three methodologies reveal. The study also reveals that we
do not understand ourselves very well, about horr our own personal
methodolory for thinking about how much media we use leads us to inac-
curate conclusions. We do not know oruselves very well. As for pastiche, it
is clear from the study that users of media cobble together textual experi
ences that come from different media sources at the same time, a contra-
dictory, nonlinear, and incoherent experience.

The study does not address all aspects of media use in Middletorarn. It
asks few questions about content, leaving content outside the scope ofthe
project. Mcluhan (1964) claimed that the medium was the message, so
that corrtent took a back seat to dellvery method, but modern scholarship
gives strong credence to content (Ang, 1 985, 1 988: Fiske, 1 986; Jenkins,
1992, 1994). All content is not used in the same ways (Blumler, 1975). So,

for example, the last episode of the television sltcom Friends is likely to be
watched more intently than a previously seen rerun of I Love Lucy, at least
for some of the viewers, So, to what extent is the primary or secondary
role that television plays, or the extent to which it is used in conjunction
with another medium, determined by content? Is someone more likely to
browse the h:ternet while watching the Home Shopping Channel than
during the Super Bowl?

The media industry invested heavily in a concept called "s5rnerry" dur-
ing the late 1990s, the idea that one medium can drive the use of another,
providing additional revenue strearns. While the apparcnt flailure of syner-

reveal.



S, at AOL TimeWamer and Disney/ABC undermine this stratery to some
extent, they still abound, and they raise questiors about content aspects of
media use not found in the study. For example, the study noted instances
of simultaneous television and Internet use, with a greater incidence
among younger users. Are those users who are using two media simulta-
neously also using them in a synergetic way, for example watching Kim
Possible on television while playing a Kim Possible game on the trtemet?
Or are the two simultaneous uses more likely to be urnelated, for example
brorusing CNN.com while watching a soap opera? Does the inclination to
use the media in a synergetic way vary by demographic?

Multiuse of media also has implications for media theory particularly
for "active reader" reception theory Gser, 1980; Jauss, 1982). Does multiuse
make readings more polysemic and incoherent, and hence more post-
modern? Or are mtrltiusers able to read media in the same way as single
users?

Media users seem to have internalized cultural prejudices about hornr

they are supposed to feel about and report on the media they use. Papper,

Holmes, and Popovich ftnd that users significantly overestimate their use of
print media, especially books, while underestimating their use of electronic
media. This is consistent with the premium American culture puts on writ-
ten materials over visual ones. Many school districts, for example, promote
a "Tum Offthe Televisiorf week to ttreir students, but it is difficult to imag-
ine a district sporsoring a corresponding "CloseYour Books" week. Media
users will no doubtthink of themselves as behaving in a more socially sanc-
tioned way than they actually do, and overestimate their 'good" behavior
over their "bad" behavior. But another kind of distortion is also possible.
Perhaps those users who were part of the observations actually consumed
more books than usual in order to appear to themselves and the observers
as though they engage in socially encouraged behaviors.

The ability to come up with competing explanatiors from the same
dataset emerges fromthe many uncertainties the datathemselves illumi-
nate. As the authors point out, the act of observing may distort results, so
the Heisenberg Principle is almost certainly in effect in Middletown. The
observed event is changed through the process of observing, no matter if
the observed is a person watching television, a lemur foraging for food, or
a paramecium under a microscope. Despite the many strengths of the
simultaneous measuring methodolory used by Papper, Holmes, and
Popovich, it still exaggerates some behaviors. The fact that no participant
extribited any use of pornography is the most obvious example of a

Heisenberg effect $ven that pornography is found by other measures to be
one of the most cornmon uses of the Intemet. This obvious distortion
ralses questions aboutwhat else inthe studymay be more a byproduct of
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being studied than of actual behavior. One tends to assurne, as the
authors do, that the observed behavior is more accurate than the reported
behavior: that people "really" watch more television than they realize
because they were observed doing so. But it is also possible that the state
of being observed was tlrc cause of more television being watched.
Participants may have wished at some level to satisff what they believed to
be the expectations of the observers - e.9., "these researchers are paying to
watch me use the media, so I better use some media."

At the root of all these ohservations is a fundamental epistemological
question: how do we know what we know? Self-recorded impressions
obviously distort. Self-reported behaviors distort actual behaviors, too.
Observation can also distort behavior, because the observer is not a natu-
rally occurring element in the environment. There is no simple resolution
to this corundrum, except to recognize the most fundamental element of
postmodern theory: we can never be certain about the thinp we know,
because those things develop wtthin linguistic and cognitive systems
which affect what is known.

We can be certain, though, that a number of revolutions are happening
in Middletovm. Media are becoming a ubiquitous part of the lives of those
in Middletown, and such a matter of the daily routine that it seerrls users
consume them far more than they realize. T?rough this study, we have
deep and rich datato showthat users are usingmedia more often and in
more combinations than had been assumed, and also that the methods
that have been deployed to understand media use are problematic.

But there is another revolution in Middletown, one in the sense of a
wheel going around. Despite the ftndinp of this study, results that high-
light the imperfectiors of accepted research practices, the very same
research methods are likelyto rotate back into use. The Middletor,ryn
Media Study was very expensive, yielding its accuracy at a price that most
industry and academic research is unwilling to support. So we can safely
assume that media use will change, but our ways of measuring it probably
will not. It's a game, but one in which the rules are clear, understood, and
agreed upon, despite the fact that they offer a terribly inaccurate portrait
of human behavior. Our beliefs about our behavior will drift frrther and
further from the betravior itself.

The real revolution in Middletown is a new tum of an ancient circle:
how do we know what we know? As with any revolution, we are right back
where we started. Clearly, the way we have gone about understanding
media use behavior is firndamentally flawed and leads us to inaccurate
conclusions. At the very least, we need to doubt what we know, always
questioning the assumptions we have. But then, how do we know any-
thing at all?
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he Middletown Media Study represents a watershed for media
researchers. It suggests so many possible directions for further
investigation it's difficult to know where to start. It also tells us that

we still have a lot to learn about peoples relationships with various media.
The authors correcfly pofurt out that the "media landscape has grown
increasingly complex" (p. 6) and that most research focuses on "use of one
medium at a time, ignoring the potential complexity of the interplay of
multiple media in a person's day" (p. 6). As is often the case with any piece
of solid research, the Middletown Media Study provokes more questions
than it answers. In this short response I will tum attention toward just a
few such questions.

ln what ways should we rethink media"use"?
If, as this study concludes, "media use appears to be a lot more exten-

sive than people think" (p. 17), perhaps we need to revisit what we mean
by media "use." Not only does the research suggest higher degree of
involvements with media, it also suggests that people have trouble identi-

Singwhich mediatheyuse and howmuchthey use them.
Does this mean that people are often flmes oblivious to the media in

their lives? Probably. As many a professor of media has done, I've some-
times asked my students to maintain a media diary that chronicles their
use oflexposure to media over a 24-hour period. Most students come
away from that exercise making statements such as, "I had no idea how
much I talk on the phone," or, "I didn't realize the television is on almost
corstantly," or, "I spent almost every waking moment listening to some
kind of music." The Middletown Media Study affirms these surprise real-
izations, validating the fact that media have become so much a part of our
lives weve lost some of our ability to recognize and come to terms with
their impacts. The lack of individual self awareness regarding media calls
into question the concept of "use." If our lives now involve such a sym-
phony of media e4periences that, when taken together, they obscure our
awareness of our relationships with each individual medium, shouldn't we
work harder to develop theories and methodolo$cal approaches that are
grounded in a more holistic approach?

Perhaps this study invigorates the premises of the "media ecolory
approach" - the essential concernwith *media environments" - the com-
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plex network of structures, technologies and behaviors that characterize
modem living. This approach recognizes that the home, the workplace,
public places, etc., are becoming microcosms of complex, distributed, and
now increasingly di$tal, media environments. From a research stand-
point, our human behavior in these environrnents might appear to be
chaotic as we study the wide ranges of ways people function within those
environments. Di$tal technologies not only blur traditional lines of pro-
duction and distribution, they also tend to complicate the contexts of
reception and/or interaction. This study illuminates fringes of this com-
plexity, and it also suggests some interesting questions regarding what the
researchers call "media multitasking" and the "interplay of multiple
media."

What factors shape the ways
in which people combine fiedia?

The studysuggests that some media are more opento combination
than others, and that some combinations are dominated by a particular
medium (in this case, television - the "800-pound gorilla"). Remember
that Mcluhan proposed the idea that some media are higher in definition
and require less sensory effort on the part of the user to "fill in the gaps"
(ho$, and some media require a high level of user involvement to "com-
plete" the experience (cool). In Mcluhan's medium-is-the-message day,
most televisiors were small, black and white, and offered poor picture
qualitybytoday's standards. Film, photography, radio, and books, accord-
ingto Mcluhanwere "hot," and television, comic books, and the tele-
phonewere "cool."

Mcluhan's hot/cool distinction continues to be debated today, but it
still makes sense that the "hotter" the medium, the less available the user's
sensorium is to accommodate combination. While one might be able to
talkonthe phone and doodle or drive acar, watchtelevision and cleanthe
house, it is much less likely, for irstance, that people will read a book while
watching a film. The media landscape of Mcluhan's time was, without a
doubt, more fragmented, more primitive, and less complex. Horrever,
even with enhancements of the television viewing experience, the
Middletown Study suggests that television is still cool enough to allow
room for other media practices in some contexts.

Technolo$es have evolved to warm up the cool media and cool do\arn
the hot ones. Watching a cable television newscast today is like a three-
ring media circus, with advertisements popping into view, text scrolling
across the bottom of the screen, and captioned images appearing during a
"traditional" news broadcast. Weve also brought the cinematic experience
to television with large high-resolution screern, surround sound, etc. It's
been posited by many today that the web is essentially a cool medium that



brings together cooled-offversions of a wide variety of other media. As the
Middletown Study suggests, it might not be all that unconunon today for
someone to be surffng the web, watching television, and listening to music
at the same time. These pattems are signiftcant. They point to the possi-
bility that combined media, or "meta-media" will play an increasingly
important role in shaping media impacts in the future.

It might also be worth elploring whether non-linear, user-conffolled
media -- through pause, replay, record, skip, access, etc. -- encourage or
discourage media combination. Perhaps a user-mediated medla experi-
ence makes a medium such as television hotter, and thus less receptive to
combination, than it might otherwise be. It is also possible that one's level
of "media literacy" or'di$tal literacy" might influence one's ability to
simultaneously use multiple media. It is often said that the youth of today
are more adept at multitasking with various media, and the Middletown
Study points to significant differences in media use based on age. Perhaps

such behavior is indicative of a broader ability to engage with a more com-
plex media environment. And perhaps as this generation grows up, so will
its ability and appetite for an even more complicated, interwoven montage
of media involvements. Walking into a tlpical college dorm room today,
with is televisions, laptop computers, video game consoles, cell phones,
music players, PDAs, etc., makes Mcluhan's time look like the media Dark
Ages.

Should we rethinkthe concept of"media"?
Digitization further blurs the "lines" among involvements with various

media as the contexts of creation, distribution, reception, collaboration,
and communication collapse into single multi-purpose moment, specially
desrgn spaces and, more importantly, single multipurpose devices. The
Middletown Study shines light toward the post-media point on the hori-
zon where we stop paying as much attention to media as discrete mecha-
nisms of technolory, content and distribution, and we start paying more
attention to the modes and layers through which media environments are

created and the ways in which people both create and behave in those
environments. While existing media corporations are obviously heavily
invested in maintaining a medium-centric way of organizing their busi-
nesses, their markets, and their products, the Middletoum Study clearly
suggests that these distinctions might mean less to average people as they
weavetogether ever-more complexrelationships with awide variety of
media in their daily lives. Shouldn't our research agenda change accord-
insly?

Whether or not we agree to rethink concepts of "use" and "media," the
Middletown Study encourages us to ask many more questions about the
future of media use studies. What theoretical and methodolo$cal
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approaches will be most productive in examining media complexrty and
all it entails? It is possible that complexity theories being developed in
other fields, such as computer science and quanturn physics, might be put
to productive use in answering some of these questions. And what meth-
ods will provide the most reliable and detafled data without unduly influ-
encing the behaviors of those being studied? The authors duly recognize
the possibility of participant-observer impacts on the Middletown Study,
but I still wonder if the research subjects altered their media behavlor
because they knew that it was their media behavior that was being stud-
ied. Would a motive-blind approach be more appropriate for future proj-
ects?

Perhaps most importarrtly, what theoretical and methodolo$cal con-
structs will be most productive in steering researchers away from one-
dimensional, one-moment, one-medium, one-mode notions of media
"use" tovyard a more nuanced, complex awareness of the media environ-
ments of today and tomorrow? The Middletown Media Study almost begs

us to look beyond traditional notions of media use. We need to establish
increasingly productive lines of inquiry, and we need to pay more atten-
tion to ways people are interacting with media in their everyday, real lives.
The combined media use of today will likely evolve into completely new
forms of media interaction tomorrow. Obviously none of these questiors
or challenges can be answered by a single study or a single discipline.
Rather, they require renewed dedication to cross-disciplinary and, in some
cases, non-traditional approaches to media studies.
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6S iddletown Media Studies" stands out for me not only as a

report on an extensive study of media use in Middle
America but also as an assessment of some of the available

methods for examining and understanding media usage. Future research
will undoubtedly engage with the autlors' data, subject it to further analy-
sis, associate it wittl data gleaned from other studies, and even exploit it
for financial gain. This is all as it should be. But one thing that intrigues me
about the article is how openly Papper, Holmes, and Popovich critique
their own and others'research methods, exemplified by one of the tlree
observations that emerged from the literature review: "Media trse esti-
mates are sensitive to the research mettrods applied." As they report their
findings, Papper, Holmes, and Popovich concurrently express that like all
studies, their study is flawed. Yet, warts and all, it enlightens us about cer-
tain particularities of media use.

My first question, then. What constitutx mdia use?The architects of
the Middletovrn Media Studies define use as "time spentwith particular
media forms." They acknowledge that the tlree research methods they
employed-surveys, diaries, and dircct observations-couldn't adequately
account for the complexities of modem media use. Direct observations
provided the most accurate data, confirming not only that overall media
use was more extensive than indicated by the diaries and phone surve)xs,

but also that many of the participants spent almost a quarter of their
media days with two or more media. I would argue that the definition of
the term "use" can account for some of the study's limitations. Just as
"media use estimates are sensitive to the research met}od applied," so
data and subsequent findings come into view inresponseto questions
asked and terms employed.

Media multitasking and the observation that participants' media usage
was not consistent and sustained but'bn-and-off, in-and-out" supports
Papper, Holmes, and Popovich's contention that "total media usage is less

than the sum of its parts." The observers who went into people's homes to
examine their media usage noted that participants spent more than dou-
ble the time with the media than was reported in diaries and surveys. In
addition, self-reports seldom demonstrated simultaneous multiple media
use, a finding that I would regard as consistent with the under-reporting of
media use. In their analysis of the disparity between reported and actual
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time with media, the authors concluded that simultaneous multiple media
use seems to go unnoticed by the people who engage in it.

I'm not satisfied with this conclusion, because I noted that the study
apparently did not ask how many household members were present at the
time that media usage was recorded or reported. Clearly, especially in the
self-reported aspects of the study, some of the instances of simultaneous
multiple media use could be attributed to several members of the house-
hold engaging with different media at the same time. Here, for example, is
a typical media day in my household: As a university professor, I work at
home several days a week. My labor consists largely of reading (books,

papers, mantrscripts) and of online or offline computerwork (reading,

writing, or conducting research). I often play the radio or a CD as back-
ground music. If I were a Middletown Media Studies participant, I would
report simultaneous use of two media, with the computer as the primary
medium and the music as secondary. I would probably report any sus-
tained telephone use, but this third medium would appear as "on-and-off,
in-and-out" activity. I probably would not bother--or remember-to log
mundane phone calls from telemarketers, doctor's offices, and the like.

Whenmyhusband comes home fromwork, the media landscape
changes. The stereo goes off, and the TV is tuned to the news. This altered
media landscape does not necessarily hinder my computer use-I often
continue to work for a couple of hours after he gets home. Were I a
Middletown Media Studies informant, I would ask myself whether or not
to report the TV usage in my diary, and would question whether I can be
described as directly "using" the TV under these circumstances? Certainly,
it is part of the environment I can hear Wolf Blitzer when I'm working in
my study, even thouglr I cant see the TV screen. I could minimize tttis TV
exposure by isolating my study in one of the spare bedrooms, but, frankly,
the familiar murmur of the TV is preferable to claustrophobia. If
Middletown Media Studies observers came to my house, they might note
such nuances of use, but self-reports would provide dubious data because

of the possibility that different participants work from a different deftni
tion of use.

Now for my second question. What kinds of rcsearch will arnwer the dif-
ficult questions that are raised in complar media enuironmenb?Papper,
Holmes, and Popovich stress the complexity of today's media landscape,
suggesting correctly that such complexity can be attributed to a combina-
tion of media proliferation and audience diversity. 8,, triangulating their
study, they addressed their research questions from several perspectives;
nevertheless, it seems that they were ultimately dissatisfied with the
insights the series of studies yielded. Clearly, although it was the most
time-consuming and potentially intrusive leg of the study, direct observa-



tions provided the richest and most revelatory data. Papper, Holmes, and
Popovich carefully enumerate the inefficiencies and methodological limi-
tatiorn of observation, but despite the limitatiors, despite the overwhelm-
ing amount of data, the authors state that direct observatiors yielded the
most reliable data conceming not only which media the participants used,
but the length of time of each use and occtrrrences of simultaneous multi-
ple media use.

As a technical communication researcherwho specializes in documen-
tation uability, I appreciate the richness of on-site observations. Lab tests
are usefi.rl for amassing quantitative data for verification purposes, but in
numy cases, I really need to understand how a user in his or her "natural
habitat" interacts with a particular product. On-site observations, also
known as contextual inquiries, allow the usability researcher not only to
understand what actions the user takes, but also to delve into the rationale
for such actiors and to determine how environmental conditions affect
product usage.

My third and final question, then. What theortes might be useful to
raearchers bent on understandingthe complexities of media useTData col-
lection methods such as surveys, observations, and diaries are tools, and
as such can be used in conjunction with variotrs theories. I'll mention
two-uses and gratiffcatiors ttreory and medium theory-that have been
used to inform the scholarship of media use.

hr uses and gratifications theory the "audience is conceived of as active"
and 'goal directed" in their choice of media (Severin and Tankard 37).

Today's active media users time-shift their favorite television prograrns,
select and download music, search on line for travel arrangements, asslgn
filters to sort their e-mail, and otherwise "use" media of various kinds; in
short, as Severin andTankard conclude rather obviously, "people use the
media for many different purposes" (39). Uses and gratifications theory
gets beyond the fact of media use to the goals and pleasures that motivate
it.

Medium theory grows out of the work of Marshall Mcluhan and Flarold
kmes, among others. Medium theorist Joshua Meyrorritz draws in large
part upon Marshall Mcluhan's characterization of media as extensions of
human senses (31). h a discussion about ttre effects of adding a new
medium into an existing media repertoire, Meyrowitz introduces the
provocative term "matrix of media" (31). Although he is probably using the
term "matrix" as a metaphor, similar to my use of the term "media land-
scape," I can imagine researchers developing a table (matrix) within which
different media usage moments could be tracked and associated with par-
ticular attributes and clusters of attributes. Researchers could then analyze
simultaneous mtrltiple media use by observingwhich attributes are acti-
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vated when participants engage with different combinations of media.
Mcluhan's work might, in fact, prove helpfi.rl in identffig attributes of
different media.

Papper, Holmes, and Popovich, in "Middletown Media Studies," tracked
instances of simultaneous multiple media use and pointed out the com-
plexity ffierent in such use. We should continue to conduct such studies
and to seek out patterns for further study. [r addition, we must appreciate
the content as well as the fact of such media convergences, and we must
take into account media users' individual interests, motives, and habits. As
Papper, Holmes, and Popovich point out, surveys and media logs can only
get at some of researchers' buming questions about media use.

Observations provide unique insights, but are time-consuming, intrusive,
and overwhelmingly data rich. I propose-and I think Papper, Holmes,
and Popovich would agree-that both quantitative and qualitative studies
are needed. More detailed observations or contelfiual inquiries of media
use at home, at work, and in public places are warranted, as are examina-
tiors of user motivation and studies that ask whyso numy computer users
simultaneously use other media and, whlchmedia activities are conducive
to simultaneous multiple media use.
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MeyrowiqJoshua. "Medium Theory."ln Bucy, Erik P,Living in the lnformotion
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want to thank the Intemational Digital Media and Arts Association for
asking for my early response to the fascinating report of "Middletown
Media Studies." Like many of the people studied, I find upon paying

more attention, that my real time use of media, and particularly multime-
dia, is far more extersive than I would have imagined. It is much greater
than even in the recent past, and is a nearly constant presence in my life,
particularly in the workplace. I suspect that the same is true for many, per-
haps most Americars. The importance of the data presented in this report
has yet to unfold, but at first blush it is a telling portrait of how thoroughly,
and to some extent invisibly, media and technolory have been integrated
into our lives.

As a dean, I am constantly barraged with requests for support, often
monetary, for different initiatives. The kind of data provided in the
Middletownstudyis veryvaluable in helping me assess and prioritize both
philosophical and financial support in both continuing and new pro-
grams. The triangulation of data derived from the three research method-
olo$es not only provides sound information fromwhich important impli-
catiors may be drawn, but also is a nicely done example of scholarship. It's

important for academic decision-makers to see the information presented
here, and it's also important for students to recognize the need for non-
anecdotal information on howwe use media in contemporary society. The
review of literature also is helpful, particularly as it provides the founda-
tion for this new study (which, somewhat paradoxically, is also founda-
tional for much needed continuing research), and indicates the rather
astounding degree of change related to media over a relatively short time
period.

The new reality painted by the findings underscores the commitment
weVe made in the School ofVisual Ars and Dance at Florida State
University to look to current and quickly emerging future issues and con-
cerns related to the production and dissemination of media-based ars. ff
there is anything that ties together our diverse programs in studio art,
graphic design, dance and dance technolory, and our emerging partner-
ships with the FSU Film School, School of Mtnic, and a firll range of initia-
tives in the sciences and humanities, it is media. And based upon the
results of the Middletown study, it's clear media are prevalent in a short list
of things that most Americars share. The dilemma for educational irstitu-
tions is how to stay on top of media-related technolory, particularly in
terms of costs but also in use and dissemination, and how to cross tradi-
tional institutional boundaries among disciplines without starting turf
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I won't address directly here the costs of technologr in education and

particularly in the arts, which is yet another 800 pound gorilla for all con-
cerned. However, the discussion of multimedia and multitaskingwithin
the report provides good ammunition for breaking dovrn those traditional
disciplinary boundaries at institutiors like ours. Although the report indi-
cates the lack of clarity onjust how much multimedia multitasking occurs
daily, it's also clear that there's much more ttran any of us may have recog-
nized. The younger people in this study, like most of our students, appar-
ently know this as an everyday occumence, one so taken for granted that it
is nearly invisible. It behooves us as educators (and artists) to both build
upon the lack of disciplinary boundaries inherent in such multimedia
multitasking and in the near invisibility of the phenomenon on the one
hand, and to make it more visible through our endeavors on the other. Our
students don't perceive walls between image, music, film, animation, and
the like. As institutions, we need to get to the same point quickly or risk
duplication, or worse, absence of relevant prografirs. It's one thing to pay
lip seMce to these ideas and quite another to put them into practice. The
members of International Di$tal Media and Arts Association are to be
commended both for pioneerlng in such efforts, and for addressing the
need for hard data that report contemporary reality and support these
efforts.

Finally, if my students, not to mention my ovrn children, spent more
purposefirlly the 15.4 hours per day that they, like the Middletovm sub-
jects, may well spend multitasking, imagine how porrerfi.rl and creative our
investigations into the arts and culture would be! As the new era of media
continues to unfold, we are all in for unexpected adventures. Despite the
somewhat drier adventure that studies like the one reported here convey,
the data and their interpretation are crucial for our emerging sense of our
fields, their connections, and excellence in teaching and learning them.








